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The high demands on high performance membranes for energy, water and life science 
usages provide the impetus for membrane scientists to search for a comprehensive 
understanding of membrane formation from molecular level to design membranes with 
desirable configuration and separation performance. This dissertation is to reveal the 
integrated science bridging polymer fundamentals such as polymer cluster size, shear and 
elongational viscosities, molecular orientation, stress relaxation to membrane 
microstructure and separation performance for gas separation.  
 
In the first part of the work, the evolution of macrovoids and the integrated methods to 
completely remove the macrovoids have been examined. The origins of macrovoid have 
received great attention and heavy debates during the last five decades, but no convincing 
and agreeable comprehension has been achieved. It has been discovered that there should 
be critical values of polymer concentration, air gap distance and take-up speed, only 
above all of which the macrovoid-free hollow fibers can be successfully produced from a 
one-polymer and one-solvent system. This observation has been confirmed for fibers 
spun from different materials such as polysulfone, P84 and cellulose acetate, and may be 
universally applicable for other polymers.  
 
Torlon® polyimide-amide was employed as the membrane material in the rest of the work. 
The formation of defect-free as-spun hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin dense-
selective layer is an extremely challenging task because of the complexity of phase 
x 
 
inversion process during the hollow fiber fabrication and the trade-off between the 
formation of an ultra-thin dense-selective layer and the generation of defects. The second 
part of this dissertation studies the effects of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber 
dimension on hollow fiber formation for gas separation and it has been discovered: (1) As 
the spinneret dimension increases, a higher elongation draw ratio is required to produce 
defect-free hollow fiber membranes; (2) The bigger the spinneret dimension, the higher 
the selectivity; (3) The bigger the spinneret dimension, the higher the O2 permeance.  
 
The rheological properties of the Tolron® polymer solution and its role in the formation 
of macrovoid-free, defect-free and ultra-thin hollow fibers for gas separation have been 
studied profoundly as well. Interestingly, Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000TF possess 
different rheological characteristics. The balanced viscoelastic properties of dope 
solutions, which are strongly dependent on the spinning temperature, have been found to 
be crucial for the formation of a defect-free dense layer. The optimum rheological 
properties to fabricate Torlon® 4000T-MV/NMP hollow fibers appear at about 48ºC, and 
the resultant fibers have an O2/N2 selectivity of 8.37 and a dense layer thickness of 781 Å. 
By comparison, the best Torlon® 4000TF fibers were spun at 24ºC.  
 
In terms of the effect of additives, it is found that hydrogen bonding and strain-hardening 
characteristics play very important roles in dope rheology and membrane separation 
performance. By adjusting dope chemistry and spinning conditions with balanced 
solubility parameters and dope rheology, we have developed defect-free Torlon® (4000T-
xi 
 
MV) hollow fiber membranes with an O2/N2 selectivity of 8.55 and an ultra-thin layer of 
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The high demands on high performance membranes for energy, water and life science 
usages provide the impetus for membrane scientists to search for a comprehensive 
understanding of membrane formation from molecular level to design membranes with 
desirable configuration and separation performance. This dissertation is to reveal the 
integrated science bridging polymer fundamentals such as polymer cluster size, shear and 
elongational viscosities, molecular orientation, stress relaxation to membrane 
microstructure and separation performance for gas separation.  
 
In the first part of the work, the evolution of macrovoids and the integrated methods to 
completely remove the macrovoids have been examined. The origins of macrovoid have 
received great attention and heavy debates during the last five decades, but no convincing 
and agreeable comprehension has been achieved. It has been discovered that there should 
be critical values of polymer concentration, air-gap distance and take-up speed, only 
above all of which the macrovoid-free hollow fibers can be successfully produced from a 
one-polymer and one-solvent system. This observation has been confirmed for fibers 
spun from different materials such as polysulfone, P84 and cellulose acetate, and may be 
universally applicable for other polymers.  
 
Torlon® polyimide-amide was employed as the membrane material in the rest of the work 
because it has very good thermal stability and high inherent selectivities for various gas 
pairs. The formation of defect-free as-spun hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
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dense-selective layer is an extremely challenging task because of the complexity of phase 
inversion process during the hollow fiber fabrication and the trade-off between the 
formation of an ultra-thin dense-selective layer and the generation of defects. The second 
part of this dissertation studies the effects of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber 
dimension on hollow fiber formation for O2/N2 separation and it has been discovered: (1) 
As the spinneret dimension increases, a higher elongation draw ratio is required to 
produce defect-free hollow fiber membranes; (2) The bigger the spinneret dimension, the 
higher the O2/N2 selectivity; (3) The bigger the spinneret dimension, the higher the O2 
permeance. The main rationale is that less shear stress is induced in a bigger spinneret if 
similar spinning conditions are used. Such less shear stress would result in less polymer 
chain orientation which allows the smaller gas molecules O2 to permeate through the 
membrane more preferentially.   
 
The rheological properties of the Tolron® polymer solution and its role in the formation 
of macrovoid-free, defect-free and ultra-thin hollow fibers for gas separation have been 
studied as well. The balanced viscoelastic properties of dope solutions with reasonable 
values in both shear and elongational viscosities as well as the existence of hydrogen 
bonding, have been found to be crucial for the formation of a defect-free or ultra-thin 
dense layer. The rheological properties of the dope solutions vary significantly as a 
function of the spinning temperature and they can be adjusted by adding solvent or 
nonsolvent additives. The optimum rheological properties to fabricate Torlon® 4000T-
MV hollow fibers appear at about 48ºC, and the resultant fibers have an O2/N2 selectivity 
of 8.37 and a dense layer thickness of 781 Å. Adding a reasonable amount of water into 
xi 
 
the Torlon® 4000T-MV solution could not only suppress the macrovoid formation but 
also reduce the dense-layer thickness to 488 Å.  By comparison, the best Torlon® 4000TF 
fibers were spun at 24ºC with an O2/N2 selectivity of 8.96 and a dense-layer of 1116 Å. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Literature Review on Hollow 
Fiber Formation for Gas Separation 
 
Since Mahon [1] patented hollow fiber membranes for separation 4 decades ago, 
synthetic polymeric hollow fiber membranes have become an important apparatus in 
separation technologies. Compared to the flat sheet membranes, hollow fibers possess 
several advantages [2-5]: (1) a larger effective membrane area per unit volume of 
membrane module, which can result in a higher productivity; (2) good self mechanical 
support; and (3) good flexibility and easy handling during module fabrication and process 
operation. Nowadays, hollow fiber membranes are widely used in gas separation, ultra-
filtration, pervaporation, dialysis and supported liquid membrane extraction. 
 
There are three key elements that determine the applications of a hollow fiber membrane: 
(1) pore size and pore size distribution which determines the membrane applications, 
separation factor or selectivity; (2) selective layer thickness which determines the 
permeation flux or productivity; and (3) inherent chemical and physical properties of the 
membrane materials for both the membrane matrix and the function layer. The third 
element is especially important, because it governs the intrinsic permselectivity for gas 
separation and pervaporation, fouling characteristics for RO (reverse osmosis), UF (ultra-
filtration) and MF (micro-filtration) membranes, chemical resistance for membranes used 
in harsh environments, protein and drug separation, as well as biocompatibility for 
biomedical membranes used in dialysis, biomedical and tissue engineering. In the last 4 
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decades, membrane scientists have made a significant effort to develop hollow fibers 
with desirable pore structure and thin selective layer. However, most of them invented 
new hollow fiber membranes based on experience, empirical data, limited qualitatively 
scientific understanding, trial and error. 
 
1.1 Formation of hollow fiber membranes by phase inversion 
Phase inversion is one of the most important ways to prepare asymmetric hollow fiber 
membranes. The resultant membrane configuration has a dense skin layer bonded in 
series with a porous support substructure. For single-layer hollow fibers, the skin and the 
substructure are composed of the same material.  Since Loeb and Sourirajan [6] invented 
cellulose acetate RO membranes in the late 50’s, the mechanisms of the formation of 
asymmetric membranes have been reviewed by many researchers [2-4, 7-9]. The phase 
inversion process of hollow fiber membranes is in-principle much more complex than flat 
sheet membranes, and the control factors for hollow fiber structure are distinctly different 
from those for flat membranes [10]. This is because two coagulants (inner bore fluid and 
external coagulant) are used simultaneously in spinning.  
 
After the dope preparation and degassing, hollow fiber spinning consists of the following 
steps: (1) metering by an extruder; (2) spinning within a spinneret; (3) solvent 
evaporation in the air-gap region; (4) coagulation; (5) stretching by a take-up unit and (6) 
solvent exchange. Most of the commercial hollow fiber membranes are spun from a hot 
spinneret with a reasonably short air-gap distance and moderate take-up speed. The 
dominant forces in the spinning process are shear stress within the spinneret and 
elongational stress generated by gravity and external stretches [10, 11]. Two coagulations 
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take place during hollow fiber spinning via phase inversion at the lumen surface and 
outer surface of the fibers. The schematic diagram of dry-jet wet spinning is shown in 
Fig.1.1. 
 
Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of hollow fiber spinning [12] 
 
1.1.1 The effect of dope composition and coagulations 
As afore mentioned, the inherent chemical and physical properties of the membrane 
material are very important for membrane formation. A good membrane material should 
possess a reasonably large molecular weight and high inherent viscosity, so that the 
material could show reasonable spinnability. Dope composition, bore fluid chemistry and 
external coagulant are important factors that determine the phase separation path and the 
resultant membrane structure [13-21]. Dope composition determines the inherent 
separation application of the membranes. For example, membranes for gas separation are 
normally fabricated from dope with relatively high polymer concentration, because gas 
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separation requires quite dense-selective skin separate molecules in Å range. By contrary, 
membranes for water treatment or protein separation are produced from dope with 
relatively low polymer concentration, because such kind of membranes requires certain 
pore size and pore size distribution on the selective layer to differentiate the size of salt or 
protein molecules.  
 
A proper polymer dope solution for hollow fiber spinning generally has a greater 
viscosity and elasticity than that for flat membrane casting. The rheological behavior of 
concentrated macromolecule solution within the spinneret channel is very complex, 
because high-molecular-weight solutions are non-Newtonian fluids which memorize the 
shear stress and elongational stress imposed on them. The shear viscosity vs. polymer 
concentration relationship as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 may provide a good reference to select 
initial polymer concentration. Chung et al. [19] in his early work hypothesized that a 
dope exhibiting significant chain entanglement is one of the key requirements to produce 
hollow fibers with minimum defects. If the dope composition is below the critical point, 
the resultant hollow fibers may have too many defects for gas separation to be properly 
repaired by the silicone rubber coating [22]. The optimal polymer concentration for gas 
separation hollow fiber membranes may be located at 1-2 wt % above the critical 
concentration. This practice has been widely used and proved to be valid for gas 




Fig.1.2 General curve of dope viscosity as a function of polymer concentration 
 
In addition, to fabricate as-spun defect-free hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
dense selective layer for gas separation, additives are most commonly used. The works of 
Kesting and coworkers [15, 16], Pinnau and Koros in early 90s [17], van’t Hof et al. [18] 
and Chung et al. [19, 20] after that, as well as the most recent works of Clausi and Koros 
[21] may be the landmarks in this area. It is noticeable that additives with different 
volatilities were important to control the membrane structure as well as separation 
performance. 
 
There are two coagulations taking place during the hollow fiber spinning. The difference 
in solubility parameter between the dope solution and the internal or external coagulant 
strongly affects the phase inversion rate. Fig. 1.3 can be taken as a qualitative 
understanding of phase inversion. The ratio (k) of solvent outflow to coagulant influx 
determines the macroscopic membrane porosity [3, 15, 16]. Depending on the initial dope 
composition and k value, the precipitation path may occur via nuclei growth or spinodal 
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decomposition. Properly choosing the bore fluid chemistry and flow rate can reasonably 
control the internal skin morphology [19, 20]. If liquids are used, the internal coagulation 
process would start immediately after extrusion from a spinneret. The molecular sizes 
and solubility parameters of solvents, internal and external coagulants play important 
roles on membrane morphology. Large-size solvents may have difficulties to leach out 
during the precipitation.  One can also control the outer skin morphology by adjusting the 
external coagulant chemistry and coagulation conditions. Water is the most favorable 
external coagulant because of it is cheap and environmental friendly. However, if one is 
looking for more porous structure on the outer skin of the hollow fibers, water and weak 
coagulant mixture or dual coagulant bath can be employed to induce delay demixing [15, 
16, 18]. 
 




1.1.2 The effects of spinneret design on hollow fiber formation  
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The study on the effects of spinneret design and flow behavior within the spinneret on the 
membrane formation started about one decade ago [23]. When fabricating hollow 
membranes using straight annular spinneret where shear stress is the dominant force, it 
has been found that an increase in shear rate would induce polymer chain orientation 
packing which may elongate and reduce pore sizes for ultrafiltration hollow fibers [24]. 
As a consequence, the flux or permeance of the membranes may decrease, but the 
selectivity may increase. Many research works have also been lead on the effect of shear 
rate on the formation of gas separation membranes and different results have been 
reported. East et al. [25] and Chung et al. [26] observed that increasing dope flow rate 
would increase the permselectivity but reduce the permeation. In contradiction, Shilton et 
al. [27] show that both permselectivity and gas permeance would increase as the increase 
of dope extrusion rate. In addition, Chung et al. [28] also found there exited a Λ shape 
relationship between selectivity and shear rate, but a V shape relationship between 
permeation and shear rate. It might be the different flow behaviors of different membrane 
materials in responding to shear stress that result in those different observations. 
However, all these observations indicate that gas separation performance of hollow fibers 
can be raised by increasing shear rate and the shear-induced molecular orientation 
accounts for the selectivity improvements. 
 
The shear rate within a spinneret also affects the macrovoid morphology and outer skin 
morphology [29, 30]. Some macrovoids can be observed near the inner skin of fibers 
spun at a low shear rate (812 s-1), while these macro-voids are apparently eliminated or 
suppressed when the shear rate increases to 2436 s-1[29]. It is clear that high shear rates 
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change the precipitation path and retard the macrovoid formation. In terms of the 
structure of the outer surface, it is observed that nodules on the outer skin of the hollow 
fibers change from random arrangement to obviously tidier aligned along the direction of 
dope extrusion as the shear rate increases [30]. Both the sizes of the nodules in the fiber 
spinning and transversal directions decrease with increasing shear rate possibly because 
of the chain disentanglement. In addition, the roughness of the outer surface of hollow 
fiber UF membranes decreases with an increase in shear rate. 
 
The flow profiles of polymer dope solution and the elongation and shear rates at the 
outermost point of the outlet of spinnerets can be simulated by the computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) model. The preliminary conclusions indicate that the elongation rate has 
more contribution portion in permselectivity than in permeance, while the shear rate has 
more contribution portion in permeance than in permselectivity [31]. 
 
Conical spinnerets with different angles have been designed to study the UF hollow fiber 
membranes. For UF membranes, experimental results suggest that fibers spun from a 
conical spinneret have smaller mean pore sizes with larger geometric standard deviations, 
which results lower water flux and better solute separation than hollow fibers spun from a 
traditional straight spinneret [32]. SEM examinations indicate that macrovoid formation 
responses differently for the 90° straight and 60° conical spinnerets with an increase in 
shear rate (i.e., dope flow rate). Macrovoids can be almost completely suppressed on the 
cross section of the fibers spun by using a 90° spinneret at high dope flow rates. This 




Widjojo and Chung [33] have studied the effect of the thickness of the spinneret annular 
channel on the macrovoid formation. Four types of macrovoids, namely inward- and 
outward-pointed long macrovoids, small teardrop and elliptical shape macrovoids, and 
the mechanism and effect of spinneret dimension which lead to the formation of each 
type of macrovoid were disclosed. They reported that spinnerets with smaller annular 
channel can result in higher shear stress which inhibits the nonsolvent intrusion. As a 
result, macrovoid formation can be suppressed in the fibers spun from the spinnerets with 
a smaller annular channel.  
 
If the spinneret is heated, some of the solvents with low boiling point in the dope solution 
may evaporate and form the fiber skin as shown in Fig 1.1. For example, if ethanol or 
THF is added in the dope, a spinning temperature of 50ᵒC or 70ᵒC is normally employed 
[21]. Some researchers proposed that the fast evaporation of low boiling solvents is the 
key factor for the formation of defect-free gas separation hollow fiber membranes [17, 
21]. 
 
1.1.3 The effects of air-gap on hollow fiber formation 
Air-gap distance is an important parameter for hollow fiber spinning because external 
stresses induced by air gap distance may 1) change the state of solution; 2) create extra 
phase instability; and 3) induce polymer chain orientation. The first two reasons will 
either shorten the time for a solution moving from the binodal boundary to the spinodal 
boundary or reduce the distance of precipitation path between binodal and spinodal 
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boundaries, while the last one results in an oriented fiber structure. Experimental results 
suggest that the effectiveness of external stresses (work) on the phase stability of a 
spinning solution depends on the chemistry of coagulants. The wet-spun hollow fiber has 
a tight external surface morphology, while the dry-jet wet-spun fiber with a long air gap 
may have a 3-dimensional open-cell structure [34]. As a result, membrane morphology 
changed from a macrovoid structure (spun at 1-inch air gap distance) to a sponge-like 
structure (spun at 5-inch air gap distance). The change in the state of solution with air gap 
distance has been confirmed by Du Pont researchers [35]. 
 
The effect of air gap distance on the permeance of hollow fibers spun from 30 wt. % PES 
has been reported by Chung and Hu [36]. An increase in air-gap distance results in a 
significant decrease in gas permeance. This phenomenon may arise not only from the fact 
that different precipitation paths have taken place during the wet-spinning and dry-jet 
wet-spinning process, but also from elongation-induced polymer chain orientation. 
However, if the air gap is too big, defects or undesirable pore structures may be created 
on the dense-selective layer because of gravity and elongational stresses may weaken the 
polymer chain-chain interactions such as the hydrogen bonding and polymer chain 
entanglement. Many scientists have used the Flory-Huggins equation of solutions to 
examine the phase-inversion process during the formation of asymmetric flat membranes. 
However, the Flory-Huggins equation of solutions may not be fully applicable to describe 
the Gibbs free energy for the state of nascent hollow fiber solutions in a nonisothermally 
process with tension [34]. At least two additional terms have to be included in this 
equation if the fiber is spun isothermally; one is the work, done by the external stresses to 
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the as-spun nascent fiber and the other is an extra entropy change, induced by these 
stresses. 
 
Humidity surrounding the air-gap region may affect the skin morphology. High humidity 
may induce early precipitation to suppress the macrovoid formation and increase the 
selective skin thickness [37]. The influence of humidity on phase inversion and 
membrane structure depend on the duration of nascent fiber traveling through the air gap 
as well as if there is significant solvent evaporation from the outer layer of nascent 
membranes. If the air-gap is very short or there is a highly volatile solvent evaporation, 
the adsorption of water moisture upon the nascent hollow fiber may be small and the 
humidity effects on membrane formation may be negligible.  
 
1.1.4 Effect of take-up speed 
Since the value of elongational viscosity of the polymer solution is much higher than that 
of the shear viscosity, elongational force is clearly the dominant force which influences 
the polymer chain configuration during the phase inversion [35]. The elongational force 
can be contributed by the gravity of the nascent fiber itself during the air-gap region 
(which has been discussed in the previous section) and the elongation stretch induced by 
the external take-up unit.  
 
It has been reported that increasing elongational stretch can effectively eliminate the 
macrovoids of hollow fibers [38, 39]. Similar to the effect of air-gap distance, the state of 
spinning solution also changes under high speed spinning [34, 35]. Four additional 
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possible causes account for these morphology changes: (1) The high elongational rates 
may induce chain packing and yield more monodisperse interstitial chain space [31, 38], 
which may retard the penetration of external coagulant and thus suppress the macrovoids; 
(2) The external elongation stresses probably create extra phase instability and facilitate 
spinnodal decomposition relatively uniformly across the membranes [34]. (3) The sudden 
rapid shrinkage of fiber dimension induced by the elongational draw may force the 
internal solvents to flow outside from the nascent fiber, which may inhibit the capillary 
intrusion or diffusion of external coagulants [32]. Therefore, the potential causes for 
macrovoids formation may be minimized or eliminated; and (4) The elongation stress has 
greatly reduced the hollow fibers’ wall thickness, which results in faster solidification [40] 
and reduces the minuscule space left for the nonsolvent to propagate, and hence leads to 
the formation of macrovoid-free structure. Compared to other methods to eliminate 
macrovoids, using high elongational draw ratios appears to have several advantages. It 
reduces fiber dimension, as well as increases fiber production rate. In addition, the whole 
process becomes easier and cheaper when comparing with the addition of other materials 
in the spinning dope.  
 
1.1.5 Post-treatment and additional coating 
After spinning, the as-spun hollow fibers usually have to go through solvent exchange 
and post-treatments in order to (1) remove residual solvents, (2) remove residual stress, 
(3) improve chain packing, and/or (4) eliminate defects. Conventional solvent exchange 
approaches are to immerse as-spun fibers in water, then in methanol and/or then in 
hexane [19, 21, 29, 41]. The hexane treatment is highly recommended because of its low 
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surface tension which may eliminate pore collapse during drying. Without proper solvent 
exchange, it has been reported that the apparent dense-selective layer thickness may 
increase from 730 Å (after water, methanol, and hexane treatments) to 4,400 Å (after 
both water and methanol treatments) and 18,800 Å (only after water treatment) [41]. 
 
The silicone rubber coating invented by Henis, and Tripodi [22] may be the most well-
known technique to seal the defects of hollow fiber and regenerate its intrinsic separation 
properties. This method has been well practiced in academia and industry [3-5, 14]. Heat 
treatment has been considered as an effective method to 1) control pores size, 2) reduce 
pore sizes and 3) remove membrane defects of as-spun hollow fibers since the 
development of RO [42]. It induces molecule relaxation and repacks the polymeric chains, 
which tend to perfect and densify the selective skins and hence minimize the surface 
defects. 
 
1.1.6 Effect of dope rheology 
Rheology, the science of flow and deformation of matter, is a very important discipline in 
polymer science and engineering [43, 44]. This is due to the fact that flow is widely 
involved in processing such as extrusion, fiber spinning, and injection molding to 
fabricate polymeric materials into useful objects. Fluid rheology not only determines the 
stresses and flow stabilities in those processes, but also controls the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of the products. In the fabrication of hollow fiber membranes via 
phase inversion, the fundamentals of dope rheology such as viscoelasticity, shear and 
elongational viscosities, play an important role on determining membrane morphology as 
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well as separation performance. However, only very few works have been published to 
study the role of dope rheology on hollow fiber membrane formation possibly because of 
the complexity of non-Newtonian behavior of high-molecular-weight polymer solutions.  
 
Trouton was the first to use the concept of extensional viscosity, though at that time he 
used the term “coefficient of viscous traction” [45]. Fano’s 1908 study on thread-forming 
capabilities of liquids is as significant as Trouton’s work [46]. He proposed the topic of 
“spinnability” and examined if a liquid is“spinnable” in the sense that it forms long 
persistent threads when being drawn. The history of extension flows and extensional 
viscosity and issues arising from extension flows and extensional viscosity have been 
reviewed by many researchers [47]. A variety of devices have been proposed over years 
to measure the elongational viscosities of polymer melts and polymer solutions at high 
strain rates [48]. Capillary rheometers (theoretically applicable to polymer solutions), lab-
scale spinning rheometer developed by Weinberger and Goddard [49], the opposed 
nozzle rheometer designed by Fuller et al. [50] were found effective to measure the 
elongational viscosities of polymer solutions at high strain rates (up to 10000 s-1) [51].  
 
Generally, shear flow and elongational flow are two most important characteristic flows 
in the process of hollow fiber spinning. Most studies on the effect of shear stress on 
membrane separation may be categorized into controlling the dope extrusion rate [25-28] 
and modifying the spinneret design [32, 33]. On one hand, it has been found that a high 
dope extrusion rate could induce better molecular orientation and improve gas separation 
performance of hollow fibers. On the other hand, spinnerets with smaller annular 
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channels would induce higher asymmetric shear stresses onto the dope solution and favor 
the formation of macrovoid-free morphology [33]. 
 
Though there is a rich literature on the elongational viscosity for polymer melts and 
polymer solutions, only a corner of the iceberg has been disclosed on their effect on 
asymmetric hollow fiber formation via phase inversion [43-53]. So far, only one paper 
has been published on the role of elongational viscosity of polymer solutions on hollow 
fiber spinning; namely, Ekiner and Vasilatos [35]. They observed that the 
polysulfone/DMAc solution exhibits extension thinning (where extension viscosity 
decreases as a function of extension rate) whereas the polyaramide/DMAc solution shows 
extension thickening (where extension viscosity increases as a function of extension rate) 
depending on the existence of hydrogen bonding. Since the magnitude of elongational 
viscosity is much higher than that of shear viscosity, the elongational force in the high-
speed spinning process is more likely dominant than other forces on imparting chain 
orientation and determining membrane morphology [35, 38, 39]. Therefore, it is essential 
for membrane scientists to investigate its influence and define its roles on hollow fiber 
spinning and formation. 
 
1.2 Membrane-based gas separation  
1.2.1 Basic concepts and mechanism 
Nowadays, gases are getting more and more important. For example, in feed stock 
industry, 6 major industrial feed stock chemicals are all gases, namely, Nitrogen, Oxygen, 
Ammonia, Chlorine, Ethylene and propylene. In year 1994, the market demand of 
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industrial gases is 26 billion US dollar, and it is estimated that the market volume for 
industrial gases has an expected annual growth of 4% in industrialized countries and 14% 
in Asia. 
 
Generally, cryogenic separation and pressure swing adsorption are the two conventional 
methods to carry out gas separation. However, in the past few decades, membrane 
separation has become a very potential candidate in gas separation because it is relatively 
more energy efficient compared to cryogenic separation and pressure swing adsorption. It 
rapidly became a major interest in a broad range of separations with increasing scales and 
diversities. 
 
In gas separation, a membrane is a semi-permeable barrier that permits the preferential 
transport of one or more components of a feed mixture, thereby enabling the separation. 
In this process, it hinders the gross mass movement between two phases, while permits 
preferred passage of certain species from one phase (upstream) to the other (downstream); 
as a result, the bulk phase on one side of the membrane will be enriched of certain 
components, while the other side almost depleted of them. This transport of gas species 
across the membrane is caused by chemical potential gradient due to concentration 
difference or pressure difference or both between the upstream and downstream. Fig.1.4. 




Fig. 1.4 Schematic illustration of a membrane in gas separation. 
 
In membrane-based gas separation, the permeation rate of gas molecules is controlled by 
the properties of the membranes under certain processing conditions, including pressure, 
temperature, and flow rate. An efficient membrane gas separation process can take place 
only if some components of the gas mixture can pass through the membranes more 
rapidly than the others. Depending on the pore diameter in the membrane matrix, there 
are four fundamental transport mechanisms in gas separation membranes: Poiseuille flow; 
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic of gas transport mechanisms in the polymeric membranes [54] 
 
Poiseuille flow which is also known as viscous flow occurs when the mean pore diameter 
of the membrane is much larger than the free path of gas penetrants. In such circumstance, 
membranes contain pores large enough to allow convective flow (the pore size (dp) is 
larger than 10µm and the flux is proportional to rp4), where gas molecules collide 
exclusively with each other. This kind of transport mechanism is only observed in the 
porous support of the membranes, and no effective separation can be achieved. 
 
Knudsen diffusion will take place if dp is less than the mean free path (λ) of the gas 
molecules. Knudsen diffusion can be defined by calculating the Knudsen diffusion 
number, NKn= λ/ dp. If NKn >10, the separation mechanism can be assumed to be Knudsen 
diffusion. This diffusion mechanism allows gas molecules to interact with the pore walls 
much more frequently than with each other, and lighter molecules to preferentially 
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diffuse through the pores. The lower limit for pore diameter in this case is usually set to 
dp > 20Å. Knudsen diffusion coefficient, Dk (m2/s) is independent of pressure. For an 
equimolar feed, the permeation rate of Knudsen diffusion is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the molecular weight of the components: 
 
Molecular sieving separation is primarily based on the precise size discrimination 
between gas molecules through ultramicropores (<7Å in diameter). Molecular sieving 
membranes have become more and more important in gas separation especially for 
inorganic membranes because of the intrinsic higher productivity and selectivity of the 
inorganic membranes than polymeric membranes. 
 
Solution-diffusion mechanism only occurs in the absence of direct continuous pathways 
for the transportation of gas penetrants across the membrane matrix. In this mechanism, 
gas molecules firstly sorb into the polymer at a high activity interface, then diffuse 
through the membrane, and finally desorb from the membrane at a low activity interface. 
The solution-diffusion process can be interpreted as a series of thermally agitated motion 
of polymer chain segments. The relative extent of solution and the rates of diffusion of 
gas molecules are determined by the chemical properties of the membrane materials. 
 
1.2.2 Terminology in gas transport 
In gas separation, the membrane acts as the selective barrier, a feed gas mixture contacts 
the upstream of side of the membrane and results in a permeate mixture on the 
downstream side of the membrane with the enrichment in one of the components. The 
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separation performance of the membrane can be evaluated by two parameters: (1) the 
flux of a gas component across the membrane and (2) the selectivity. The measurement 
of the transport flux of a penetrant A through a membrane can be expressed as a quantity 
called permeability coefficient or permeability PA, which is a driving force-normalized 





⋅=                                                           (1.1) 
Where NA is the molar flux of penetrant A, l is the thickness of the membrane selective 
layer, and ∆pA is the partial pressure of penetrant A across the membrane. Permeability is 
usually expressed in the unit of Barrers, which stand for 10-10cm3(STP)-cm/cm2-s-cmHg. 
 
An efficient separation of a gas mixture is achieved by a membrane that permits a faster 
permeation rate for one gas component over that of another. The efficiency of a 







/ =α                                                       (1.2) 
Where yA, yB and xA, xB refer to the molar fractions of the components in the permeate 
stream and feed stream respectively. When the pressure in the permeate steam is 
negligible, the separation factor α*A/B can be calculated as the ratio of the permeabilities 
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Suppose a pressure gradient is applied across a membrane in the x direction, and a one 





dCDN ++−=                                       (1.4) 
Where C is the concentration of component A in the polymer, DA is the gas diffusivity, 
and 
dx
dCA is the gas concentration gradient in the polymer. NP is the polymer flux relative 
to the fixed coordinate system, and wA is the weight fraction of A in the system. Since NP 
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D                                          (1.8) 
If the downstream pressure is low enough (pA2>>pA1 and CA2>>CA1), the permeability 
can be expressed as 
AAA SDP =                                                      (1.9) 
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where 22 / AAA PCS =  is the secant slope of the sorption isotherm which is called the 
average solubility coefficient. Combined with equation 1.3, the selectivity of a membrane 
on component A over component B can be converted in terms of their own diffusion 













P ==α                                        (1.10) 
Equation 1.10 shows that the selectivity is a product of the diffusivity selectivity and the 
solubility selectivity. Therefore, a membrane material can be tailored to increase the 
selectivity by adjusting these two characteristic parameters. The solubility selectivity 
depends on the relative condensability of gas penetrants and penetrant-membrane 
medium interactions, whereas diffusivity selectivity is dependent on the relative 
differences of the diffusion coefficients of gas through the membrane matrix.  
 
 
1.2.3 History of membranes for gas separation 
Studies on membranes materials for gas separation can be dated back to almost 180 years 
ago. Thomas Graham made the first scientific discovery related to membrane separation 
in 1829 in observing gaseous osmosis through a wet animal bladder for an air/carbon 
dioxide system [55]. In 1831, J. K. Mitchell observed the phenomena that natural rubber 
balloons deflated at different rates if they are exposed to different gas atmospheres [56]. 
Over two decades later, an outstanding physiologist A. Fick formulated what is known as 
Fick’s law by studying gas transport phenomena across nitrocellulose membranes [57]. 
However, the first quantitative measurement of the gas permeation rate into vacuum 
rather than air was accomplished by Thomas Graham [58]. He proposed the “solution-
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diffusion” mechanism for gas molecules transporting in membranes. In 1879, S. Von 
Wroblewski quantified Graham’s model and defined the permeability coefficient as the 
penetrant flux times the membrane thickness [59]. He also expressed the permeability 
coefficient as a product of diffusivity and solubility coefficients, which is accepted as one 
of the most important model in membrane research even until today.  
 
Many fundamental scientific works and significant contributions to gas separation 
membranes have been achieved in the last century. For example, Daynes developed the 
time lag method from nonsteady-state transport behavior of gases via a membrane to 
determine the diffusion coefficient [60]. Membrane researchers have also explored 
various membrane materials and their subsequent processing. In the 1930’s and 1940’s, R. 
M. Barrer made the significant contributions by studying the effect of structure, 
molecular mass, and crosslink density on gas transport in rubbers and some other natural 
polymers [61]. The introduction of gas sorption and diffusion measurement also 
broadened the existing knowledge of gas transport in polymeric materials after 1950’s. 
After the breakthrough of cellulose acetate asymmetric hollow fiber membranes 
fabricated via phase inversion for reverse osmosis by Leob and Sourirajan in 1960’s [6], 
membrane based gas separation appeared to be a promising technique for industrial 
separation processes. Prism® was the first commercial gas separation membrane produced 
in 1980’s using the silicon rubber coating method invented by Henis and Tripodi [22]. As 
time goes on, the successful commercial application of the gas separation membranes has 




1.2.4 Application of gas separation membranes 
Membrane based separation of various gas pairs has been commercialized for several 
decades. Nitrogen and oxygen enrichment, natural gas treatment and hydrogen recovery 
are the most mature and promising membrane gas separation areas. 
 
Nitrogen enrichment using membrane separation is strongly competing with those using 
cryogenic separation and pressure swing adsorption in getting products with low purity 
(95-99%) and low capacity. Such nitrogen enriched air are very important in OBIGGS 
(On Board Inert Gas Generating System) in aerospace; purging and blanketing in 
chemical processing; and chemical tanker inerting in marine. In addition, it has also been 
widely used in the packing of food and beverage. 
 
In comparison, the scale of industries in oxygen enrichment is much smaller. One main 
reason is that due to the limitation of materials for gas separation membranes, it is not as 
much efficient as cryogenic separation and pressure swing adsorption in getting oxygen 
enriched air with very high purity. Therefore, the membrane based oxygen enrichment is 
now can be only applied in some medical areas where only low purity of oxygen is 
required. 
 
Due the huge worldwide energy consumption and energy depletion, natural gas has 
become one of the most important fuels in various applications. However, the 
concentration of CO2, H2S and heavy hydrocarbons should be reduced to certain limit 
before the natural gas fuel can be used and may not cause damages or contaminations. 
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Glassy polymers which have very high intrinsic selectivity between CO2 and CH4 are 
most popular material for membrane fabrication for natural gas treatment. In Texas, 
Argentina, Indonesia, and Colorado, industries in nature gas treatment are now replacing 
some less environment friendly amine treatment. However, there are some drawbacks of 
membrane based natural gas separation caused by interaction between gas molecules and 
polymers. For example, the absorption of CO2 in polymeric membranes may severely 
swell the polymer chains (plasticization) and deteriorate the separation performance. 
Therefore, how to fabricate good membrane materials and treat fabricated membranes in 
order to resist CO2 plasticization has attracted more and more attention among industries 
and scientists.  
 
Membranes are also effective in the removal or recovery of hydrogen from process 
streams in ammonia refinery industries, and this market has already been the first larger-
scale commercial application of membranes to gas separation. Hydrogen from off gases 
from synthesis gas (H2 and CO), catalytic reformers and crackers (H2 and CH4) is 
required to be separated, because the H2 concentration in those mixtures is usually higher 
than that are commonly required for chemical production. Therefore, membranes can be 
used an economical way to remove a portion of H2 because of the fast permeation of H2 
in membranes. However, the drawback of the polymeric membranes is the poor reliability 
especially the fouling and plasticization problems.  
 
1.3 Formation of desirable membrane structure 
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According to the different applications, hollow fiber membranes should possess different 
properties. Basically, the hollow fibers should show good mechanical properties to stand 
the high operation pressure or backwashing, good separation selectivity to maintain the 
purity of the products, and reasonably high permeation flux to increase the separation 
efficiency. Macrovoid, a pinhole in the membrane matrix, can be considered as a defect. 
It is the weak mechanical point and may lead to membrane failure in long-term operation 
under high temperatures and high pressures. For gas separation, the fabrication of hollow 
fibers with both superior permeability and selectivity is always a challenge due to the 
complexity of spinning process. How to produce hollow fibers with desired structure to 
withstand high pressures, plasticization and heavy hydrocarbon contaminations in various 
gas separations has caused significant attention among the membrane scientists. A defect-
free hollow fiber membrane with an ultra-thin dense-selective layer seems to be the most 
desirable configuration to solve these potential problems, for an ultra-thin dense-selective 
layer will greatly increase gas permeability due to the reduced transport resistance; while 
a defect-free dense-selective layer may enhance the selectivity, and at the same time cut 
down downstream concentration of the contaminants which may cause plasticization 
effect or collapse the sub-layer. However, one must take the fast physical aging 
characteristics into consideration for an ultra-thin dense selective layer when developing 
a gas separation membrane with balanced selectivity and permeation. 
 
1.3.1 The evolution of macrovoids in asymmetric polymeric membranes 
Macrovoid formation in polymeric membranes is a scientifically interesting topic. Since 
Leob and Sourirajan [6] developed the phase inversion process to fabricate membranes in 
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late 1950s, the origins and mechanisms of macrovoid formation have been heavily 
studied and debated. Extensive trial and error based experimental works have been 
conducted to investigate the mechanism of membrane formation via phase inversion. 
Mathematical methods have also been developed to try to describe the formation 
mechanism. However, the difficult to validate the model is the lack of experimental data 
at real time. Some researchers considered that the macrovoids originated from 
thermodynamic aspects of chemical potential gradient [61-64], while others believed that 
they started from the instability of local surface and the imbalance of materials and 
stresses [65-69]. Marangoni effects [70], solutocapillary convection mechanism [71-73], 
and osmosis pressure [74] were also proposed as the formation mechanisms.  
 
Two main hypotheses are favored: one is that the macrovoid formation can be attributed 
solely to diffusion, whereas the other states that the macrovoid growth is contributed by 
solutocapillary convection at the macrovoid interface.  Reuvers [62] and Smolders et al. 
[64] stated that macrovoids initiate in wet-casting process when the stable polymer 
solution occurs directly in front of a newly formed layer of polymer-lean nuclei nearby 
the top of a freshly de-mixed film. They explained that the growth of macrovoid is caused 
by nonsolvent diffusion to the macrovoid nuclei. They argued that macrovoid growth 
occurs when “the diffusional flow of solvent from the polymer solution into the nuclei is 
larger than the flow of non-solvent from the nuclei into the polymer solution” [64]. 
Shojaie et al. [71] and Pekny [73] believed that macrovoid growth cannot be a purely 
diffusion process. They claim that diffusion alone cannot account for macrovoids formed 
in the short time (1–5 s) in dry-casting. Therefore, they proposed a model based upon an 
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analysis of body forces including a surface-tension or Marangoni-induced force at the 
macrovoid/solution interface. An important point of this hypothesis is that solutocapillary 
convection enhances the mass transfer for macrovoid formation. Although this hypothesis 
was totally based on studies of membranes cast from cellulose acetate/acetone/water 
solutions, they asserted that their proposed mechanism is likely to be true in other dry- 
and wet-casting systems as well [71]. 
 
Due to resource depletion, record high oil prices, high weather temperatures, and clean 
water shortage, formation of macrovoid-free hollow fibers has received great interest and 
attention in membrane industry. With the rapid advancement in membrane bioreactors 
(MBR), hollow fiber membranes possessing sponge-like cross-section structure become 
highly preferable in order to stand against the vigorous stretch and vibration during the 
operation and chemical backwashing. Natural gas purification and separation also 
requires hollow fibers with sponge-like cross-section structure in order to withstand 
extremely high pressures (up to 50-100 bars). Macrovoids in hollow fiber membranes are 
generally undesirable because they are the weak mechanical points which may lead to 
membrane failure when the membranes are operated under high motions or high 
pressures. This is especially true for medical applications such as kidney dialysis 
membranes because macrovoid-free hollow fibers may provide greater safety factors 
even though some macrovoid-containing membranes are still used [64, 75]. Several 
approaches have been proposed to reduce the macrovoids: (1) using dope solutions 
containing high polymer concentrations [2, 13, 14] (2) using dope solutions with high 
viscosity [19, 29], (3) spinning at high shear rates [29], (4) inducing the delayed 
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demixing [76] and gelation [77], and 5) adding surfactants [78], nano-particles [79], or 
high viscous components [38].           
                                                                                                                                                                       
It is interesting to note that there is one common feature of these approaches to suppress 
macrovoids: that is to increase the dope viscosity, either by increasing the polymer 
concentration or by adding additives. Clearly, the viscosity of dope solutions plays an 
important role in the development of macrovoid-free hollow-fiber morphology and 
subsequent performance. Kesting et al. [13] may be the first to give an attempt to 
quantitatively correlate the macrovoid-free structure with solution viscosity. They 
claimed that a dope comprised of greater than about 30 wt% polymer and a viscosity of 
greater than about 5×104 cp (50 Pa·s) at membrane forming temperatures would produce 
macrovoid-free membranes. However, deviations from their claims have been reported 
[38]. Besides the viscosity, Li et al. [80] observed a critical structure-transition thickness 
below which the membranes exhibit macrovoid-free structure. They claimed when 
keeping all other parameters unchanged in an arbitrary membrane formation process, a 
decrease in membrane thickness may lead the transformation of membrane morphology 
from a macrovoid structure to a sponge-like structure. This hypothesis has recently been 
experimentally confirmed by Widjojo and Chung [33] who studied the macrovoid 
evolution in hollow fiber membranes spun from spinnerets possessing different annulus 
gaps. 
 
Our early work on as-spun fluoro-polyimide hollow fibers indicated that external stresses 
induced by air gap distance changed the state of solution, created extra phase instability, 
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and facilitated phase separation, which favored forming a 3-dimensional sponge-like 
structure [34]. As a result, membrane morphology changed from a macrovoid structure 
(spun at 1-inch air gap distance) to a sponge-like structure (spun at 5-inch air gap 
distance). The change in the state of solution with air gap distance has been confirmed by 
Du Pont researchers [35], while the morphological change due to air gap distance was 
also recently observed by Tsai et al. [37] on polysulfone hollow fiber membranes. The 
latter reported that the macrovoids disappeared, reappeared, and re-disappeared as the air-
gap length increased, and attributed the macrovoid reappearance to the effect of ambient 
humidity. Clearly, one must reduce moisture adsorption upon the outer membrane surface 
in the air gap region in order to suppress the macrovoid formation. These studies 
somewhat imply that there may be an optimal air gap length to form the macrovoid-free 
morphology. 
 
Our group also reported, for the first time, macrovoids in asymmetric hollow fiber 
membranes may be completely eliminated by high elongational draws [38, 39]. We 
originally hypothesized the causes of macrovoid elimination at high elongational draw 
ratios was due to two factors, namely, chain alignment and the inducement of radial 
outflow of solvents within the nascent fiber to both inner and external coagulant sides, 
which retard the penetration of external coagulants and remove the driving forces for 
macrovoid formation. However, our most recent studies have discovered that increasing 
elongational draw ratio alone is not a prerequisite to form a macrovoid-free morphology, 




1.3.2 The formation of defect-free and ultra-thin dense-selective layer for gas 
separation hollow fiber membranes 
Before the science and engineering for the production of defect-free hollow fiber 
membranes were developed, various post treatments had been proposed to seal the 
defects in the selective layers [22, 81, 82]. Though these post treatment technologies can 
effectively improve the selectivity of asymmetric membranes even to the intrinsic values 
of corresponding dense films, they are time consuming, complex and may incur 
additional cost. What’s more, the silicon rubber coating technology is humidity sensitive; 
it may not effectively work for some membranes if their substructures are highly resistant 
[81]; In addition, both gas permeability and selectivity would severely drop if the coating 
time is not well controlled. Such limitations make the technology to produce defect-free 
as-spun hollow fibers more significant and necessary. 
 
It is not a trivial task to fabricate defect-free hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
dense-selective layer. Usually, the dense selective layer in asymmetric membranes may 
contain defects because of the rapid coalescence of polymer molecules and irregular 
packing of kinked polymer chains [83]. A lot of research works have been done on this 
area that they are summarized elsewhere [84]. Here only the milestones are reviewed. 
Kesting and his coworkers [13-14] proposed that a critical molar volume exists in dope 
formulation for the formation of asymmetric membranes with an ultrathin selective layer. 
They invented the Lewis acid: base complex spinning solutions and developed a new 
generation of asymmetric hollow fibers with ultra-thin and graded-density skins. They 
hypothesized that the Lewis acid: base dope formulation provides a large but unstable 
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solvent molar volume which is essential to produce a membrane with an ultra-thin dense-
selective layer consisting of a higher free volume. In phase inversion, the complex acts as 
a transient template, which later dissociates rapidly into its constituent moieties when it 
contacts the coagulant, accelerates phase inversion kinetics and facilitates the removal of 
dissociated moieties from hollow fibers. Chung et al. [20] were one of the pioneers in 
fabricating high performance hollow fiber membranes from a polymer/solvent binary 
system and they produced polyethersulfone hollow fibers with an ultra-thin dense layer of 
474Å. The proposed key parameters were (1) controlling the bore fluid chemistry and 
flow rate, and (2) using a dope exhibiting significant chain entanglement. However, both 
Kesting et al. and Chung et al.’s hollow fiber membranes comprised many defects, 
application of silicone rubber coating was necessary in order to regenerate their 
membranes’ selectivity.  
 
Perhaps, Pinnau and Koros [17] were the pioneers to fabricate defect-free asymmetric flat 
membranes by using forced-convective evaporation in a dry/wet phase inversion process. 
They used casting solutions consisting of polysulfone/methylene chloride/l, l, 2-
trichloroethane/2-methyl-2-butanol. A forced- or free-convection evaporation step was 
employed in the drying process and the membranes were immersed in methanol. They 
observed that the membranes produced by the dry/wet-cast phase-inversion process with 
forced-convection evaporation showed optimum gas-separation performance. However, 
the dry-cast membranes exhibited extremely low gas fluxes due to the thick (17.5 µm) 
skin layer. van’t Hof et al. [18] at the University of Twente might be the first to invent a 
dual-bath phase inversion process to prepare defect-free as-spun hollow fibers for gas 
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separation by taking advantage of both delayed demixing and instantaneous demixing. 
They immersed a cast film or a nascent fiber into the first coagulant bath for a relatively 
short time, which can induce delayed demixing, followed by immersion in a second 
coagulant bath to induce instantaneous demixing. Therefore, the selection of two 
coagulants strongly depends on the type of solvent present in polymer dope solution. 
Besides that, the immersion time in the first nonsolvent bath should be shorter, so that 
only a thin and dense skin layer can be formed at membrane interface, while the rest of 
the solution remains almost unchanged. The nascent membrane with anisotropic 
distribution is then immersed in the second nonsolvent bath to initiate instantaneous 
demixing, which is responsible for the precipitation. Chung et al. [19] might be the first 
to produce defect-free as-spun fluoropolyimide hollow fiber membranes using only water 
as the external coagulant but a modified Lewis acid: base complex dope solution. 
However, the dense layers of their hollow fiber membranes were very thick (van’t Hof et 
al.’s >1µm; Chung et al.’s > 2000Å).  
 
With the addition of a convective evaporation step in phase inversion process 
combination with a well developed polymer solution, later Pesek and Koros at the 
University of Texas developed a new approach in fabricating defect-free and 
ultrathinskinned asymmetric membranes without any coatings. A multicomponent 
solution containing polymer, volatile and solvents and nonsolvents, which is tailored to 
be close to the thermodynamic instability limit, undergoes forced-convective evaporation 
for a certain period to induce dry-phase inversion. A selective loss of highly volatile 
solvent from solution causes instantaneous destabilization at outermost surface of nascent 
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membrane and results in a defect-free region with locally elevated polymer concentration. 
The nascent membrane is then immersed in a coagulant (nonsolvent) for wet-phase 
inversion, where the bulk of the membrane structure is formed by counter diffusion of 
solvents and nonsolvents and extraction of the remaining components occurs. Recently, 
Clausi and Koros [21] produced defect-free polyimide hollow fibers with skin thickness 
of around 1000Å using the similar approach. 
 
Although the researches on hollow fiber formation have been carried out for more than 
five decades, most of the understanding on hollow fiber formation is still qualitative or 
semi-quantitative due to the complex nature of hollow fiber spinning process.  For hollow 
fiber membrane gas separation, there is also a lack of technology in fabricating high 
performance hollow fibers with both good gas pair selectivity and high gas permeation 
flux. Therefore, the objectives of this work are to enrich the understanding of the 
fundamentals of hollow fiber formation from the rheological aspects as well as to develop 
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Chapter 2 Fundamental Theory on Phase Inversion in 
Membrane Formation 
 
Polymeric membranes are generally classified based on their two distinct type of 
morphology: asymmetric and symmetric membranes. Asymmetric membranes have a 
gradient distribution of pore density. Commercial gas separation membranes are usually 
asymmetric, which consist of a dense selective layer and a support porous substructure. 
The advantage of such structure is that the gas permeation rate changes inversely with the 
dense layer thickness while the permselectity is generally independent of the dense layer 
thickness. Phase inversion is a well-established technique to prepare asymmetric 
membranes. 
 
A solution is defined in most texts as a mixture of two or more components constituting 
in a single phase. However, the concept of a “phase” is difficult to define. A phase can be 
described as a homogeneous, uniform piece of matter with stable properties which only 
depend on the thermodynamic variables. Phase separation phenomena in a solution can 
be brought about by the changes in temperature, pressure, and the composition of the 
mixture. In this dissertation on hollow fiber formation, phase inversion is a process in 
which a homogeneous polymer dope solution separates into two liquid phases (polymer-




2.1 Types of phase inversion process 
Phase inversion in membrane fabrication is a process whereby a polymer dope solution is 
transformed by a controlled manner from a liquid to a solid state. This phase inversion 
process of solidification is often initiated by the transition from one liquid phase into two 
liquids (liquid-liquid demixing). As the demixing process goes on, the liquid phases with 
higher polymer concentration will solidify, so that a solid matrix is formed [1]. Five 
different techniques to induce phase inversion have been applied to membrane fabricaiton 
as following: 
 
2.1.1 Precipitation induced by solvent evaporation  
The simplest technique for preparing phase inversion membranes is precipitation by 
solvent evaporation. In this method, polymer solution is cast on porous supports such as 
nonwoven polyester or nonporous supports such as metal, glass plate or polymeric 
materials such as polymethacrylate or teflon. In this technique, the solvent evaporates in 
an inert (i.e. nitrogen) atmosphere whereby the water vapor is excluded, and a defect-free 
dense homogeneous membrane for gas separation can be formed. Such kind of symmetric 
dense membrane has tremendous scientific value and is intensively used in laboratory 
scale for the fundamental study of intrinsic membrane properties.  
 
2.1.2 Vapor-induced precipitation 
This technique applies a vapor atmosphere which consists of a nonsolvent saturated with 
the same solvent used in the cast film to the nascent cast membranes. A high 
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concentration of solvent in the vapor phase prevents the evaporation of solvent from the 
cast film, while phase inversion takes place and membrane forms due to the penetration 
(diffusion) of nonsolvent into the cast film. Such kind of formation process can lead to a 
porous membrane without a top dense layer.  
 
2.1.3 Precipitation by controlled evaporation 
In this case, the dope composition is adjusted by dissolving polymer in a mixture of 
solvent and nonsolvent. If the solvent is more volatile than the nonsolvent, the 
composition diagram shifts during the evaporation to a higher nonsolvent and polymer 
content. This results in the polymer precipitation which leads to the formation of a 
skinned membrane [1, 2]. 
 
2.1.4 Thermal precipitation  
This process allows the fabrication of porous membranes from a binary system 
containing a polymer and a solvent with a high boiling point [1]. The polymer solution is 
homogeneous at a high temperature. As the polymer solution is cooled down, the binodal 
is attained, liquid-liquid demixing occurs and the solution separates into two phases. At a 
certain temperature, the polymer-rich phase solidifies by crystallization, gelation, or on 
passing the glass transition temperature. Most commonly, semi-crystalline polymers are 




2.1.5 Immersion precipitation 
Immersion precipitation membranes in their most simple form are prepared by casting a 
film onto a support (glass plate or nonwoven) and immersing the system into a coagulant 
bath containing a nonsolvent [1, 3, 4]. At the moment of immersion, solvent diffuses out 
of the film, while nonsolvent diffuses into the film. Due to polymer immiscibility with 
the nonsolvent, its relatively high molecular weight and low diffusion coefficient, the 
relative velocity of the polymer molecules is very low. Therefore, diffusion takes place in 
a polymer frame of reference. Immersion precipitation is the methodology to produce 
hollow fiber membranes in this dissertation. 
 
2.2 Thermodynamics and kinetics of phase inversion 
The thermodynamic stability of a polymer solution can be described by the Gibbs free 
energy of mixing, ΔGm. A thermodynamically stable polymer solution has a minimum 
ΔGm at a given temperature, pressure and composition. For a binary system of 
components 1 and 2, ΔGm is defined as: 
ΔG m = G12 – (G1 + G2)      (2.1) 
The two components in the solution are miscible if the following conditions are satisfied 
[5]: 
















G       (2.3) 
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G       (2.4) 
In a multi-phase system, the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium is given by: 
...=Δ=Δ βα μμ ii  for all i         (2.5) 
Δμi is the difference in chemical potential of component i in the mixture and in its pure 
state. α, β,... denote the different phases. For a thermodynamically unstable binary system 






















Δ∂      (2.6) 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, points x1α and x1β have the same chemical potential. Between x1α 
and x1β, variation in the equilibrium compositions determines the binodal curve.  
 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic of second derivative molar Gibbs free energy of a partially immiscible 
binary mixture [5] 
 
The line with constant chemical potential is called as a tie-line. The inflection points at 

















G                   (2.7) 
Fig. 2.2 shows that these points define the spinodal boundary of a polymer solution. 
 




2.2.1 Nucleation and growth 
Nucleation is the process of generating the initial fragments of a new and more stable 
phase within a metastable mother phase. The initial fragment is the so called “nucleus” 
whose formation requires an increase in the free energy. In Fig. 2.2, a system with a 
composition in the range x1α < x1 < x1’ and x1” < x1 < x1β, i.e. system lying in the binodal 
region is metastable to infinesimal concentration fluctuations, as indicated by equation 
2.3. In this case, there are no spontaneously growing concentration fluctuations in this 
system for phase separation. However, phase separation can be induced by large local 
concentration fluctuation to decrease the Gibbs free energy. One the nuclei formed, this 




The number and sizes of the nuclei of the new phase depend on the degree of 
supersaturation and the composition fluctuations in the metastable system. 
Supersaturation is defined as a composition within the region between x1α and x1β. More 
nuclei will form in a highly supersaturated solution than those form from a barely 
supersaturated solution [5-8]. At the period of nuclei growth, other nuclei grow within the 
same initial phase and result in a well dispersed two phase system. During the course of 
separation, the size of the droplets formed from a highly supersaturated system will be 
much smaller than the size of those formed from a barely supersaturated solution [9, 10]. 
Phase separation by nucleation and growth generally leads to a random distribution of 
droplets and positions in the surrounding phase. Membranes formed the mechanism of 
nucleation and growth can lead to a “closed-cell” structure if the polymer-rich phase 
vitrifies before the polymer-lean phase becomes interconnected. Closed-cell structure 
may result undesirable resistance for gas permeation. On the other hand, if the polymer-
lean phase can form interconnected structure before vitrification, desirable “open-cell” 
structure may form.  
 
2.2.2 Spinodal decomposition 
Spinodal decomposition is a kinetic process of forming a spontaneous and continuous 
growth of one phase within an unstable mother phase. The decomposition initiates from 
composition fluctuations of small amplitude. For a system with a composition in the 
range x1’ < x1 < x1”, which means the system lies in the spinodal region, its free energy 
can be decreased by even the smallest composition variations, as indicated by equation 
2.4. The decomposed system can be characterized by a high level of phase 
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interconnectivity in both the polymer-rich phase and polymer-lean phase. The geometry 
of the two-phase structure remains unaltered in the very early stage of the spinodal 
decomposition, while the composition departing from the average changes exponentially 
with time. The interconnective structure may coarsen due to the interfacial tension 
between the two phases which results in the loss of interconnectivity. 
 
2.3 Kinetics of phase inversion 
When a polymer solution film is immersed into a coagulation bath, the counter diffusion 
of coagulant and solvent would take place immediately. Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic 
diagram of the solvent exchange process in membrane casting. 
z




Fig. 2.3 Schematic representation of nonsolvent-solvent exchange in a cast film 
 
The kinetics of phase inversion have been studied by several researchers [9-17]. In 
Matsuura’s work [11], the phase inversion kinetics can be expressed by assuming that the 
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macroscopic movement of the polymer molecules can be neglected [11]. In that case, the 
mass flux of the nonsolvent can be written as: 
)( 21111 nnwz
wDn ++∂
∂−= ρ      (2.8) 
where n1 is the mass flux of nonsolvent, n2 mass flux of the solvent, w1 the mass fraction 
of the nonsolvent in the nonsolvent-solvent mixture, D the diffusion coefficient of the 
nonsolvent, ρ the density of the nonsolvent-solvent mixture, z the distance from the film-
bath interface into the film vertical to the film surface.  
 










∂ 11ρ      (2.10) 
by assuming that the ratio of the fluxes is constant regardless of position z and time t,  









ρ                                                (2.12) 










ρ                                      (2.13) 
The k value in the equation 2.13 determines the membrane structure as follows: 
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1) If k>1 which means the solvent outflow is higher than the nonsolvent inflow, the 
density of the nonsolvent-solvent mixture decreases as w1 increases and polymer 
concentration increases, which results in the formation of a dense membrane structure. 
2) If k≈1 which means the solvent outflow is similar to the nonsolvent inflow, the density 
of nonsolvent-solvent mixture is almost constant as w1 increases. Therefore, an 
asymmetric microporous structure with a dense skin at the interface could be formed. 
3) If k<1 which means the solvent outflow is lower than the nonsolvent inflow, the 
density of the nonsolvent-solvent mixture increases as w1 increases. Since the polymer 
concentration decreases in this case, open cell membrane structure could be resulted. 
 
2.4 The limitation of Flory-Huggins theory in hollow fiber spinning 
For a ternary system consisting of nonsolvent (1), solvent (2) and polymer (3), according 
to the Flory-Huggins theory, the Gibbs free energy of mixing is  [8, 15]: 
322331132112332211 lnlnln φχφχφχφφφ nnnnnnRT
Gm +++++=Δ           (2.14) 
where ni, φi, and χi are the numbers of moles, volume fraction and binary interaction 
parameters, respectively.  
 
Although the formation of membranes via liquid-liquid phase separation is controlled by 
a combination of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and phase separation kinetics, the 
equilibrium thermodynamics can provide a qualitative understanding of the formation 
process. The transient states of phase transformation occurred during a membrane 
formation process are graphed in Fig. 2.4. In the phase diagram, each corner of the 
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triangle refers to each pure component and any point located on the triangle represents a 
mixture of the three components. The essential elements of phase-diagram consist of 
binodal and spinodal curves, a critical point, tie-line, meta-stable region. The tie-line 
links two points on the binodal which are in thermodynamic equilibrium. One end-point 
of the tie-line represents the composition of polymer in a rich phase and the other end-
point represents the composition of polymer in a lean phase. The intersected point 
between the binodal and the spinodal curve is referred to as the critical point. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Isothermal thermodynamic equilibrium and glassy transition region of a ternary 
polymer-solvent-nonsolvent mixture as a function of composition 
 
It is reported that the nonsolvent/solvent interaction parameter, χ12 has significant effects 
on the phase separation of a ternary system. The above diagram shows (1) the stable 
region, located between the solvent/polymer axis and the binodal; (2) the metastable 
region, located between the binodal and the spinodal; (3) the unstable region, located 
between the spinodal and the nonsolvent/solvent axis. The boundaries of these three 
regions are referred to as the binodal and spinodal curves, with the critical point lying at 
the intersection. The cross-hatched region represents the region where the polymer 
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concentration is high enough to be vitrified, thus limiting the mobility and rearrangement 
of polymer chains. 
 
The Flory-Huggins equation has been extensively used to study the phase inversion 
process during the formation of asymmetric flat membranes. However, it may not be 
appropriate to predict the phase inversion process in hollow fiber spinning [16], mainly 
due to the reason that the phase inversion process of hollow fiber spinning is non-
isothermal under external tension or stress. Shultz and Flory have found a clear 
discrepancy between the experimental data and the theoretical prediction for a binary 
solution [17]. Baer et al. also reported that the Flory theory cannot explain the gelation 
mechanism in their atactic polystyrene solutions [18, 19].  
 
Most commercial hollow fiber membranes are fabricated from a hot spinneret with a 
reasonably short air-gap distance and a moderate take-up speed. Therefore, gravity force 
must sometimes be considered. For a high speed spinning process, the effects of external 
stretch, convective and drag flow occurred at membrane surface in the coagulation bath 
should not be ignored. One must take these factors into consideration in order to develop 
hollow fiber membranes with a desirable structure and separation performance. At least 
two additional terms should be considered in an extra entropy change. One is the work 
done by external forces on the as-spun nascent fiber and the other is the extra entropy 
change induced by these forces. Studies on 6FDA-polyimide fibers indicated that the 
external stresses probably have three effects on the state of spinning dope solution: (1) 
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creating extra phase instability; (2) facilitating phase separation; and (3) inducing 
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Chapter 3 Experimental 
 
3.1 Polymer materials 
In the first part of the work, three polymers were studied in our experiments. Polysulfone 
(UDEL P-3500) was purchased from Solvay advanced polymers, Singapore, P84 
(BTDA- TDI/MDI, copolyimide of 3, 3’, 4, 4’- benzophenone tetracarboxylic 
dianhydride and 80% methylphenylenediamine + 20% methylenediamine) was purchased 
from HP Polymer Gmbh, Austria, and cellulose acetate (CA-389-30) was purchased from 
Eastman Chemical Company, USA. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) purchased from 
Merck was used as the solvent to prepare spinning solutions.  
 
Polysulfone (PSf) was chosen because it possesses reasonably high Tg and oxidative 
environmental stability, and it is one of the most popular polymers for gas and liquid 
separation [1-3]. P84 is an emerging material for nano-filtration [4] and pervaporation 
dehydration [5-6]. Cellulose acetate (CA) has been studied as a membrane material for 
more than 5 decades. Its balanced hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties and good 
resistance to sterilization make it favorable for desalination, liquid and biomaterial 
separation [3, 7-8]. Fig. 3.1 shows the phase diagrams of these three polymers in NMP 
and water (which is the bimodal curve in Fig. 2.4), and Fig. 3.2 shows the viscosity of 
those polymers in NMP as a function of polymer concentration. The wide differences in 
chemical structures and physicochemical properties among these polymers make this 






















Fig. 3.1 The phase diagram of PSf, P84 and CA 
 





In the rest part of the work, Torlon® 4000T poly(amide imide) purchased from Solvay 
Advanced Polymers were employed as the membrane materials. So far there are at least 
four commercially available Torlon® resins, but only the chemical structure of Torlon® 
4000T has been released, as shown in Fig 3.3, by Robertson et al. using NMR 
spectroscopy [9]. Table 3.1 compares Torlon® 4000T resins in terms of their inherent 
viscosities (IV), solution viscosity in NMP (n-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone) and thermal 
properties. It shows that Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000T-HV have much higher IV and 
solution viscosity than Torlon® 4000TF and 4000T-LV. Such distinct discrepancies in IV 
and solution viscosity suggest that Torlon® 4000T-MV polymer may have a higher 
molecular weight than 4000TF and will show different spinnability as well as rheological 
behavior during hollow fiber spinning.  
 
 
Fig. 3.3 The general structure for Torlon® 4000T poly(amide–imide) [9] 
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Table 3.1 Fundamental rheological and thermal properties of Torlon® 4000T poly (amide-
imide) 
 Inherent Viscosity
(0.5% in NMP 25ºC ) 
(dL/g )
Solution Viscosity 






 4000TF >=0.05 7000 278 500
Torlon
®
 4000T-LV 0.50-0.59 7000  
Torlon
®
 4000T-MV 0.60-0.69 42000 280  470 
Torlon
®
 4000T-HV  0.70-0.90 85000   
 
Torlon® is an engineering resin which has been widely utilized via injection molding for 
engineering applications such as engine parts of racing cars and molded parts for space 
shuttle. In academia, Torlon® 4000T and 4000TF have been studied for vapor permeation 
and pervaporation, and showed good potential in dehydration of water miscible organics 
[10-11]. 4000T-LV was fabricated into hollow fiber membranes by Koros group [12] for 
gas separation, and both of them showed good performance with very high O2/N2 and 
CO2/CH4 selectivity. However, to our best knowledge, there is no academic study on 
Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000TF for gas separation membranes. The gas separation 
properties of some Torlon® 4000T dense films are summarized in Table 3.2. The phase 
diagrams of T-MV/NMP/water and TF/NMP/water are shown in Fig. 3.4, where it is 
observable that T-MV/NMP solution and TF/NMP solution have similar binodal curves in 
water. Fig. 3.5 shows the viscosity of Torlon® 4000T polymers in NMP as a function of 
polymer concentration, which agrees with the data in Table 3.1 that T-MV polymer has a 
higher viscosity in NMP than TF polymer. With the same polymer content in NMP, it can 
be seen that Torlon® 4000T-MV solutions possess higher shear viscosity than Torlon® 
4000TF solution do. The phase diagrams of Torlon®/NMP solutions in different media at 
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room temperature (25±2 ºC) are shown in Fig. 3.6. Water is a powerful coagulant for this 
dope composition, while methanol and ethanol are relatively weak coagulants. 
 
Table 3.2 Gas separation performance of Torlon® 4000T dense films 
 Permeability (Barrer) Selectivity 
 He O2 N2 CH4 CO2 CO2/CH4 O2/N2 
Torlon
®
 4000TF 3.87 0.12 0.015 0.010 0.49 49 8 
Torlon
®





 4.4 0.12 0.014 0.009 0.47 51.7 8.3 
1.Except H2 were tested under 50 psi, all other gases were tested under 147 psi. 

































Fig. 3.6 Phase diagram of Torlon® dope solution in different nonsolvents  at 25±2 ºC a. 
NMP:THF (57:15 by weight) is used as mixed solvent 
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3.2 Rheology measurement 
A cone-and-plate ARES Rheometric Scientific rheometer and a capillary rheometer 
(SMART RHEO 2000) from CEAST were used to examine the viscosity of Torlon® 
solutions. A 25 mm cone and plate viscometer was used in the ARES rheometer, while 
the diameter of the capillary dies was 1 mm with two types of lengths; namely, 10 mm 
and 30 mm. The power-law model was applied to fit these rheological data and to express 
the relationship between shear stress τ ( -2mN ⋅ ) and shear rate γ (s-1) as follows: 
ba γτ ⋅=                                                                      (3.1) 
The elongational viscosity was calculated according to the method proposed by Cogswell 
[13]. This method is based on the measurements of pressure drop as a function of flow 
rate for a polymer melt or solution flowing through a thin capillary die, from which the 
elongational viscosity can be computed. Compared to other more direct methods, the 
elongational viscosities calculated by the Cogswell method were found to well agree in 
some cases [14]. 
 
The stress relaxation test was also carried out by the capillary rheometer. Since the shear 
rate applied on the dope solution within the spinneret channel is around 1500 s-1, a 
defined shear rate (1500 s-1) was applied to the polymer solution until the pressure in the 
capillary reaches the equilibrium. Then the capillary piston stopped and the pressure 
(stress) started to fall away. The stress relaxation as a function of time was recorded by 
the software. The relaxation time hereby is defined as the time at which 90% of the build-




Inherent viscosity is a measure of a solute's contribution to the viscosity of a solution, and 
its value is indirectly proportional to the polymer molecular weight. The inherent 
viscosity (IV) of low-concentrated polymer solutions was measured by an Ubbelholde 
viscometer (SCHOTT Viscosity Measuring Units AVS 360), the viscosity ηIV was 




)/ln( 0=η                                                                     (3.2) 
where t0 is the flow time of pure solvent (s), t is the flow time of polymer solutions (s), 
and C is the concentration of polymer solution (0.5 g/dL). The value of inherent viscosity 
is indirectly related to the size of polymer molecules or the coil size in a solution [15]. 
 
3.3 Hollow fiber spinning and post-treatment 
The hollow fiber spinning line is shown in Fig. 3.7. The flow rate of polymer solution or 
bore fluid is adjusted by the ISCO syringe pumps. The temperature of the dope solutions 
can be controlled by the pump as well, and a heating tape is used to monitor the spinneret 
temperature during spinning.  After extruding out of the spinneret, the nascent fibers first 
experienced the air gap region, then entered the coagulation bath filled with tap water, 
and finally wound on a take-up roller. The detailed spinning conditions will be specified 
in the following chapters.  
 
For morphology observation, the nascent fibers were immersed in tap water for two days 
and then freeze-dried. For gas permeation test, the nascent fibers were immersed in tap 
water for two days, followed by the solvent exchange 3 times in methanol for 30 
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min/time and then 3 times in n-hexane for 30 min/time to remove the residual solvents. 
Finally, the fibers were dried in air at room temperature (around 25 ºC) for further study. 
 
Fig. 3.7 Scheme diagram of hollow fiber spinning line 
 
3.4 Gas permeation test 
3.4.1 Pure gas permeation test 
Fig. 3.8 depicts the experimental set-up for the pure gas permeation test for hollow fiber 
modules. Depending on the fiber dimension, 15-80 fibers with a length around 18 cm 
were assembled in each module, and 3 modules were prepared for each experiment 
condition. The hollow fiber modules are prepared in the way demonstrated in Fig. 3.8.  
During the test, a feed pressure was applied to the shell side of the fibers and the 
permeate side (lumen side) was connected to the atmosphere. The modules were tested in 
the order of O2 followed by N2 at room temperature under 200 psi (14 bar), CH4 at 100 
psi and 200 psi, and finally CO2 at 20 psi, 50 psi, 100 psi, 150 psi and 200 psi 
respectively. The permeation flux was tested by a bubble flow meter. The permeance, 
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L =                                                           (3.5) 
where P is the permeability of separating layer (Barrer), L the thickness of the apparent 
dense-selective layer (cm), Q the pure gas flow rate (cm3/s), n the number of fibers in one 
testing module, D the outer diameter of the testing fibers (cm), l the effective length of 
the modules (cm), and ΔP the gas pressure difference cross the membrane (cmHg). GPU 
is used as the unit of permeance (1 GPU = 1 × 10−6 cm3 (STP)/cm2 s cmHg).  
 
 




3.4.2 Mixed gas permeation test 
The apparatus for the mixed gas permeation tests through hollow fiber modules is shown 
in Fig. 3.9. The feed and retentate pressures were measured by digital pressure gauges, 
while the permeate pressure was atmosphere. The flow rate of retentate was adjusted by a 
needle valve (NV1). The retentate and permeate compositions were analyzed by a gas 
chromatograph (GC) and the retentate and permeate flow rates were measured by a 
bubble flow meter. The gas permeation flux and selectivity of binary mixed gas 
separation were calculated by the model developed by Wang et al [16], where the non-
ideal gas behavior and pressure polarization along the hollow fiber modules have been 
considered. 
 




3.5 Other characterizations 
3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Field Emission Scanning Electron 
Microscope (FESEM) 
SEM and FESEM are well-established technologies to study the morphological properties. 
After freeze dry, the hollow fiber samples were fractured in liquid nitrogen and put onto 
the sample holder. All the samples were kept in vacuum oven overnight before SEM and 
FESEM observation. The cross-section of the fiber samples were observed under a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM JEOL JSM-5600LV) and a field emission scanning 
electron microscope (FESEM JEOL JSM-6700F). For each spinning condition, samples 
from three different fibers were prepared.  
 
3.5.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
An X-ray diffractiometer (GADDS XRD system, Bruker AXS) was employed to examine 
the d-space of hollow fiber membranes. Ni-filtered Cu Kα with a radiation wavelength 
λ=1.54 Å was used at 40 kV and 40 mA. The d-space value can be calculated by 
substituting the scattering angels (2θ) of the peak into the Bragg’s equation: 
nλ = 2d sin θ                                                                      (3.6) 
where 2θ was the X-ray diffraction angle and λ =1.54 Å. 
 
3.5.3 AFM 
A tapping mode was operated for studying the surface morphology of polymeric hollow 
fiber membranes in air at room temperature of 25ºC. The images were obtained in the 
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range 50 nm × 50 nm. Various roughness parameters such as the mean roughness (Ra), 
the root mean square of Z values (Rms), and the 10-point mean roughness (Rz) as well as 
average diameter of the nodules were used to express differences in the membrane 
surface morphology [17-19]. 
 
3.5.4 Polarizing Optical Microscope PLM 
An Olympus BX50 polarizing optical microscope was used to study the phase inversion 
process of the thin polymer films. A thin polymer film (with a thickness about 167 µm) 
was sandwiched by two microscope slides. Afterwards, a drop of coagulant was 
introduced to the gap between the two slides. The convection, precipitation and 
solidification fronts of coagulant into the flat membrane were observed and video-
recorded. The temperature of the polymer solution was adjusted by a hot plate. 
 
3.5.5 TGA 
TGA 2050 Themogravimetric Analyzer (TA Instruments) was used to quantify the weight 
percent of moisture absorbed by the dope solution. The analysis was carried out with a 




Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was carried out by Shimadzu FTIR 8400. 10 
wt% of Torlon® 4000T-MV and Torlon® 4000TF were dissolved in NMP, and the 
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samples for tests were prepared by sandwiching one drop of the homogeneous solution in 
between two KBr glass plates. 
 
3.5.7 Particle size measurements 
To investigate the phase inversion process and the state of polymeric coils in various 
nonsolvents, a 90Plus/BI-MAS Multi Angle Particle Sizing Option from Brookhaven was 
used to measure the cluster size of polymer chains after precipitating Torlon® solutions 
into different media with the following procedure. 0.04g Torlon® powder was first 
dissolved in 2g NMP and then precipitated by 20 ml in either water, methanol or ethanol. 
Vials were used as containers and the whole system in the vial was stirred by a small 
PTFE coated magnetic stirrer for 24 hours. The sample solutions were further diluted by 
150 times in their corresponding nonsolvents (i.e., water, methanol or ethanol) before 
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Chapter 4 Macroviod Evolution and Critical Factors to Form 
Macrovoid-free Hollow Fiber Membranes  
 
4.1 Introduction 
Macrovoid formation in polymeric membranes has been heavily studied and debated 
since Leob and Sourirajan [1] developed the phase inversion process to fabricate 
membranes in late 1950s. Some researchers considered that the macrovoids originated 
from thermodynamic aspects of chemical potential gradient [2-5], while others believed 
that they started from the instability of local surface and the imbalance of materials and 
stresses [6-12]. Marangoni effects [13], solutocapillary convection mechanism [14-16], 
and osmosis pressure [17] were also proposed as the formation mechanisms. Clearly, the 
macrovoid formation is a complicated process. It is quite possible that several 
mechanisms may occur simultaneously as observed by Widijojo and Chung [18]. Several 
approaches have been proposed to reduce the macrovoids: 1) using dope solutions 
containing high polymer concentrations [19-21], 2) using dope solutions with high 
viscosity [22-23], 3) spinning at high shear rates [24], 4) inducing the delayed demixing 
[25] and gelation [26], and 5) adding surfactants [27], nano-particles [28], or high viscous 
components [29].                                                                                                                                           
 
Factors may potentially aid macrovoid formation are non-solvent moving front, 
precipitation front, surface weakness, flow instability, capillary flow, moisture sorption, 
and low viscosity. Basically, an increase in polymer concentration and viscosity may 
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retard these factors and their effects. However, too much increase in viscosity may bring 
operation difficulties to hollow fiber spinning because high polymer concentrations may 
cause other problems such as increased dense layer thickness and substructure resistance, 
and subsequently reduce flux [30-31]. As a consequence, increasing viscosity alone may 
not be sufficient, nor the best appropriate, practical and cost-effective approach to 
eliminate macrovoids. A binary (one-polymer and one-solvent) system is purposely 
chosen because it is the simplest, but the most challenging system.  To our best 
knowledge, no similar work and results have been demonstrated in the literature. Most of 
the published studies on macrovoid elimination were about polymer-solvent-additive 
multiple-component systems [22-29]. 
 
Our objectives to develop macrovoid-free hollow fiber membranes are 1) to understand 
what factors have tendency to induce macrovoids, 2) to minimize or delay their existence 
if possible, and 3) to reduce their influence as much as possible. Therefore, this 
manuscript aims at investigating these factors and summarizes our observations with in-
depth explanations. To validate our hypothesis and to demonstrate broad applications of 
our findings, three polymers synthesized from different monomer moieties were 
employed in this study.  
 
Previous research works have demonstrated that the gravity of the nascent fiber itself as 
well as the moisture from the environment within the air-gap region have great influence 
on the microstructure and morphology of the hollow fiber membranes [32-33]. Our group 
also reported that macrovoids in asymmetric hollow fiber membranes may be completely 
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eliminated by high elongational draws [29, 34]. We originally hypothesized the causes of 
macrovoid elimination at high elongational draw ratios was due to two factors, namely, 
chain alignment and the inducement of radial outflow of solvents within the nascent fiber 
to both inner and external coagulant sides, which retard the penetration of external 
coagulants and remove the driving forces for macrovoid formation. However, our most 
recent studies have discovered that increasing elongational draw ratio alone is not a 
prerequisite to form a macrovoid-free morphology, other factors must also be considered. 
 
Therefore, the additional objectives of this work are to examine if there are a critical 
polymer concentration, a critical take-up speed and a critical air gap during the formation 
of macrovoid-free hollow fiber membranes from two-component polymer solutions, and 
also to investigate how these factors relate to one another. It is believed that these 
findings not only improve the science of understanding macrovoid formation in hollow 




4.2.1 Spinning conditions 
Table 4.1 lists the spinning conditions for PSf/NMP, P84/NMP and CA/NMP systems. 
During the spinning, the dope flow rate and bore fluid flow rate were kept unchanged in 
order to simplify the study. High NMP concentrations were employed in the bore fluid to 
reduce the inner layer resistance as well as to avoid the formation of irregular inner skin 
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which has been recently reported during the high-speed spinning process [35]. The bore 
fluid composition was adjusted from NMP/Water 80/20 wt% to NMP/Water 90/10 wt% 
to make sure the fibers can be stretched. 
Table 4.1 Spinning conditions for PSf/NMP, P84/NMP and CA/NMP dope solutions  
Dope solution PSf/NMP P84/NMP CA/NMP 
Polymer 
concentration 
18, 27, 29, 32, 
35 wt% 
24, 28, 30 wt% 14, 16.5, 18, 20, 
24 wt% 
Spinneret (ID/OD) 0.5 / 0.7 mm 
Bore fluid 
(NMP/DI water)  
80/20 wt% 90/10 wt% 90/10 wt% 
Air gap 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15 cm 
Take-up speed 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 m/min 
Dope flow rate 2 ml/min 
Bore fluid flow rate 1.3 ml/min 
 
4.2.2Morphology study of the hollow fibers 
For each spinning condition, samples from three different fibers were prepared. The 
number of macrovoids on the membrane cross-section was counted for each of the three 
samples and taken average. Due to the different geometries of macrovoid shapes 
generated from different polymer materials, only the number of macrovoids whose 
diameters are larger than 4 μm was counted for PSf fibers to differentiate the macrovoids 
to membrane pores. However, all macrovoids on the cross-section were counted for P84 
and CA fibers. The cross-section area of each hollow fiber was calculated from the inner 
and outer diameter measured from the SEM images, while the percentage of macrovoid 
area within the membrane cross-section area (A%) was calculated by an imaging software 
(Image-Pro Plus 3.0).  
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4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Effects of polymer concentration 
The SEM pictures in Fig. 4.1 exhibit the combined effects of polymer concentration and a 
take-up speed of 50 m/min on the macrovoid morphology, while Fig. 4.2 summarizes the 
number of macrovoids (n) counted from the whole membrane cross-section as a function 
of polymer concentration and take-up speed. The difference in air-gap distance 
highlighted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 will be elucidated in Section 4.3.3. Since our group has 
reported earlier that macrovoids in asymmetric hollow fiber membranes can be reduced 
by high elongational draws [29, 34], one may expect that both the number and the size of 
macrovoids would decrease as the take-up speed increases for all the dope solutions 
studied. However, our present study discloses that Fig. 4.2 alone is not sufficient enough 
to describe the macrovoid evolution and underneath mechanisms during the hollow fiber 
spinning. Fig. 4.3 re-draws Fig. 4.2 by changing the y-axis in terms of the number of 
marcovoids per unit membrane cross-section area (n/µm2), while Fig. 4.4 redraws it in 
terms of the percentage of macrovoid area within the membrane cross-section area (A%). 
Interestingly, Fig. 4.3 implies that the number of macrovoids per unit cross-section area 
(n/µm2) may diverge rapidly (i.e., Fig. 4.3a) or converge very slowly (i.e., Fig 4.3b and 
4.3c) with an increase in spinning speed for fibers spun from lower polymer 
concentrations, whereas n/µm2 converges monotonously with an increase in spinning 




Fig. 4.1 Effects of polymer concentration (shown in the upper corner) on the macrovoids 
of the (a) PSf/NMP; (b) P84/NMP; (c) CA/NMP  systems with a take-up speed of 
50m/min at a constant air gap distance (shown in the bottom corner) 
 
 
Fig.4.2 The number of macrovoids (n) vs. take-up speed for different polymer 
concentrations: (a) PSf/NMP system (air gap = 5 cm);  (b) P84/NMP system (air gap = 5 




Fig. 4.3 The number of macrovoids per unit area (n/µm2)  vs. take-up speed for different 
polymer concentrations: (a) PSf/NMP system (air gap = 5 cm);  (b) P84/NMP system (air 
gap = 5 cm);  (c) CA/NMP system (air gap = 2.5 cm) 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 The percentage of area covered by macrovoids (A%) vs. take-up speed for 
different polymer concentrations: (a) PSf/NMP system (air gap = 5 cm);  (b) P84/NMP 





Fig.4.4 also shows similar phenomena from different perspectives. The percentage of 
macrovoid area within the membrane cross-section area (A%) exhibits a convex 
relationship with spinning speed for fibers spun from lower polymer concentrations, but 
displays a concave relationship with spinning speed for fibers spun from higher polymer 
concentrations. Since these phenomena are true to all PSf/NMP, P84/NMP and CA/NMP 
dope solutions, one may draw a universal conclusion that there should be a critical 
polymer concentration for each polymer/solvent binary system, which is the threshold to 
form macrovoid-free hollow fibers. To be exact, only when the polymer concentration 
exceeds the critical value, the macrovoids of hollow fibers can be possibly eliminated.  
 
What is the critical polymer concentration to produce macrovoid-free hollow fibers? 
Viscosity curves shown in Fig. 3.2 exhibit a certain range of polymer concentration 
within which the slope of the viscosity curve suddenly becomes sharper. The 
concentration at the crossed point of extrapolation lines of the two linear parts of the 
viscosity curve is proved to be the critical concentration. Compared to Kesting et al.’s 
[19-21] and others’ work [22-27], we may quantitatively determine a polymer 
concentration in a given solvent to fabricate sponge-like hollow fiber membranes in high-
speed spinning. Chung et al. [36] in their early work had suggested that a dope exhibiting 
significant chain entanglement is one of the key requirements to produce hollow fibers 
with minimum defects for gas separation. A critical concentration extrapolated from the 
viscosity vs. polymer concentration relationship as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 has been widely 
used and proved to be valid for the development of gas separation and pervaporation 
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membranes [22, 36-37]. This study further suggests this critical polymer concentration is 
essential to control membrane morphology in high speed spinning.  
 
Table 4.2 summarizes the critical concentrations and corresponding absolute viscosity 
values for these 3 systems. The existence of critical concentration is a result of intimate 
intermolecular interactions and significant polymer chain entanglements. Bird et al. [38-
39] and Lin [40] claimed that chain entanglement only occurs at the concentrated long-
chain polymer system and the entanglement releases gradually as the solvent 
concentration increases. Therefore, below the critical concentration, polymer chains 
possess high degree of freedom and are loosely packed, the nonsolvent can easily 
penetrate into the chain spaces of polymer solution via diffusional and convective moving 
front and form macrovoids. Only as the polymer concentration exceeds the critical value, 
polymer chains become closely packed enough to form entanglements, which might shift 
polymer from fluid-like to more solid-like. Such entangled network structure makes 
fibers stronger to balance shrinkage stress, hinders the nonsolvent intrusion, and hence 
eliminates the macrovoids. The curves in Fig. 4.3 indirectly support the above hypothesis. 
The dashed lines which are diverging from zero imply that weak or unbalanced local 
pointes have been created with increasing spinning speed for macrovoid formation when 
the polymer concentration is below the critical point. Whereas the solid lines which are 
converging to zero imply that reasonably high chain entanglement may be continuously 
dominant with increasing spinning speed when the polymer concentration is above the 




Table 4.2 Critical polymer concentrations and corresponding dope viscosities for 
PSf/NMP, P84/NMP and CA/NMP dope solutions 
PSf/NMP P84/NMP CA/NMP 
Mn (kDalton) 59 55 195 
Critical concentration in NMP 
(wt%) 
29 % 28% 18 % 
Dope viscosity (cp) 36260 51350 49230 
 
4.3.2 Effects of take-up speed  
Generally, the elongational or extensional stress upon the nascent fiber may be the 
predominant external stress on the spinning line. This stress is a combination of fiber’s 
own weight, stretch induced by the take-up unit, and the viscous drag while a fiber 
traveling through a coagulation bath. As shown in Fig. 4.5 for the three polymer systems, 
increasing elongational stretch can effectively eliminate the macrovoids of hollow fibers, 
as long as the polymer concentrations exceed their corresponding critical values (as 
discussed in section 3.1). In addition to the change in the state of spinning solution under 
high speed spinning, four additional possible causes account for these morphology 
changes: (1) The high elongational rates may induce chain packing and yield more 
monodisperse interstitial chain space [29, 34], which may retard the penetration of 
external coagulant and thus suppress the macrovoids. This explanation may be proved by 
Fig. 4.4 where the area covered by macrovoids is decreasing for all polymer solutions as 
the take-up speed increases; (2) The external elongation stresses probably create extra 
phase instability and facilitate spinnodal decomposition relatively uniformly across the 
membranes [32]. As a consequence, the morphology of inner bulk dramatically changes 
from an almost close-cell structure (Fig 4.6 (a) and (c)) to an open-cell structure (Fig 4.6 
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(b) and (d)) when the take-up speed increases from 10 to 50 m/min. The morphological 
change from closed-cell to open–cell porous structures by high elongational stresses may 
have tremendous repercussions and benefits for various membrane applications [41]; (3) 
The sudden rapid shrinkage of fiber dimension induced by the elongational draw may 
force the internal solvents to radially flow outside from the nascent fiber, which may 
inhibit the capillary intrusion or diffusion of external coagulants [29, 32, 34]. Therefore, 
the potential causes for macrovoids formation may be minimized or eliminated. For 
readers’ information, the elongation-induced radial outflow phenomenon during spinning 
has been experimentally confirmed using mixed matrix polymer/nano-particle solutions 
[28, 42], where, of course, the role of the rheology of particle containing polymer 
solution has to be stressed as well; and (4) The elongation stress has greatly reduced the 
hollow fibers’ wall thickness, which results in faster solidification [43] and reduces the 
minuscule space left for the nonsolvent to propagate [8], and hence leads to the formation 




Fig. 4.5 Effect of take-up speeds on the macrovoids with a constant air gap distance 
 
Fig. 4.6 Effects of take-up speed on the morphology of the PSf/NMP system with a 




4. 3.3 Effects of air gap distance 
Besides the take-up speed and polymer concentration, the air gap distance also 
significantly influences the macrovoid evolution. To investigate the effect of air gap 
distance, fibers were spun from PSf/NMP (29 wt%), P84/NMP (28 wt%) and CA/NMP 
(18 wt%) dope solutions. These critical concentrations were purposely chosen because 
they are the basis to produce macrovoid-free hollow fibers. SEM pictures in Fig 4.7 are 
the morphologies of macrovoids affected by air gap distance. Fig. 4.8 plots the curves of 
n/µm2 vs. air gap distance at a constant take-up speed of 50 m/min for these 3 polymers. 
It can be observed that n/µm2 decreases as the air gap distance increases, and the 
macrovoids can be only eliminated when the air gap distance achieves a certain value. 
Therefore, we may draw another conclusion that, in addition to critical polymer 
concentration and take-up speed, a critical air gap distance is another key parameter to 
fabricate macrovoid-free hollow fibers. In this work, the critical air gap distances are 5 






Fig. 4.7 Effects of air gap distance on macrovoids of the (a) PSf/NMP (29 wt%) system; 
(b) P84/NMP (28 wt%) system and (c) CA/NMP (18 wt%) under a constant take-up 
speed of 50 m/min 
 
 
Fig. 4.8 Number of macrovoids per unit area (n/µm2) vs. air gap distance for constant 




Ekiner and Vassilatos [44] claimed that using a shorter air gap distance was easier to 
eliminate the macrovoids. Their hypothesis seems reasonable because a lower air gap 
distance may result in a faster stretching which may favor macrovoids elimination. 
However, a discrepancy has been observed between common instinct and our experiments.  
A short but reasonable air gap distance is still needed to fabricate macrovoid-free hollow 
fibers. The most likely causes for this discrepancy are due to the fact that it takes time to 
remove the effect of die swell, and the take-up induced elongational stress and its effects 
on membrane morphology require certain distance to fully develop. The distance may be 
arbitrarily defined as the critical air gap distance lcritical as shown in Fig. 4.9. If the air gap 
distance is too short (i.e., l < lcritical), the die swell induced macrovoids cannot be 
eliminated by the elongation stretch, and hence the macrovoids form.  
 




Taking the PSf/NMP (29 wt%) system as an example, the value of n/µm2 increases with 
increasing take-up speed for 0.5-cm and 1-cm air gaps as shown in Fig. 4.10 (a) even 
though their percentages of macrovoid area decrease as shown in Fig. 4.10 (b). These 
phenomena strongly indicate that the macrovoid evolution is unstable if the air gap 
distance is too short. Only when the air gap is reaching to the critical value (i.e., 5cm in 
this case), the elongation starts to suppress the macrovoids and finally eliminate them.  
 
Fig. 4.10 Effect of take-up speed on macrovoid formation with different air gap distances 
for PSf/NMP 29 wt%  
 
What happens if an air gap distance shorter than the critical value is employed and the 
nascent fiber cannot be fully elongated in the air gap region before it enters the coagulant 
bath? In this case, the elongation induced parallelization of polymer chains and the radial 
outflow of solvents to both inner and external coagulant sides will not be fully established. 
The nascent fiber will contain too much solvent and loose chains, it cannot hinder those 
driving forces (i.e., non-solvent and precipitation fronts, capillary intrusion of coagulants, 
surface instability, weak interface, etc.,) for macrovoid formation. Therefore, the 




4.3.4 The observation of the critical acceleration of stretch 
Since there exists a critical take-up velocity and a critical air gap distance, similar to the 
gravity acceleration, a new term referred as “the acceleration of stretch” induced by the 
take-up roller can be introduced as follows if the acceleration in the air gap region can be 


















= π                                      (4.2) 
where v1 (m/min) is the speed of the nascent fiber at the exit of spinneret, v2 (m/min) is 
the speed of take-up roller, and l (m) is the air gap distance (as shown in Fig. 4. 9). Here 
we also assume that once a fiber enters into the coagulation bath, it immediately 
precipitates and solidifies, thus its speed is equal to the take-up roller. v1 is calculated 
from the dope flow rate Qdope (ml/min) divided by the cross-section area for dope flow at 
the spinneret exit.  
 
An empirical equation has been tried to correlate the number of macrovoids per unit area 
with the acceleration of stretch at the critical air gap distance. Linear relationship can be 
reasonably observed as shown in Fig.4. 11 if one plots n/µm2 against the square root of 





n +=μ                                                          (4.3) 
where C1, and C2 are material and processing related constants which possibly are 
functions of dope formulation, rheology, precipitation and spinning conditions. 
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Specifically, C1 is usually negative and is related to elongational stretch and outflow 
characteristics, while C2 is usually positive and is associated with the tendency of a 
polymer solution to form macrovoids such as the characteristics of diffusion moving front, 
intrusion, solubility difference, and surface instability. It is observed that n/µm2 is roughly 
proportional to a defined in Eqn. 4.1, if the initial velocity is small, the physical meaning 
of Eqn. 4.3 may be interpreted as follows: For any membrane material and spinning 
conditions, if the polymer concentration is higher than the critical concentration, the 
probability of macrovoid formation at the critical air gap distance may decrease with the 
square root of the acceleration of stretch or take-up speed linearly. When the value of C1 is 
not trivial, this empirical equation implies the existence of a critical acceleration of stretch 
which combines the effect of take-up speed and air-gap distance during high-speed 
spinning to produce macrovoid-free morphology.  
 
Fig. 4.11 Fitting the number of macrovoids per unit area (n/µm2) vs. acceleration with 




C2 may be experimentally determined by n/µm2 in the wet-spun and no-drawn fibers 
where the acceleration (a) is negligible, whereas C1 can be calculated when n/µm2 starts to 
cease at the critical acceleration (a) as follows: 
    2
1
21
−−= critialaCC                                                        (4.4) 
Table 4.3 summarizes the fitted C1 and C2 values for these three polymers at the critical 
air gap distance. Interestingly, PSf and P84 spinning solutions possess similar C2 values, 
which are much larger than that of CA. This phenomenon agrees with the previous 
experiments in that the PSf and P84 spinning solutions exhibit similar phase diagrams as 
shown in Fig. 3.1 and greater tendency to form macrovoids than CA. Possibly due to the 
difference on their characteristics of elongational viscosity, CA needs a much higher 
critical acceleration to fully eliminate macrovoids. More works on extension viscosity, 
Weissenberg number and die swell will be conducted in the future to further investigate 
this hypothesis. However, our present observation on the number of macrovoids per unit 
area as a function of the acceleration of stretch somehow implies that there may be a 
universal scaling to characterize two-component polymer solution to fabricate macrovoid-
free hollow fiber membranes.  
Table 4.3 Values of C1, C2 and acritical for PSf, P84 and CA polymers 







PSf  5 2.32×104 -4.72×10-2 7.96 
P84 5 2.26×104 -5.53×10-2 7.12 




4. 4 Conclusions  
The evolution of macrovoids and key factors to produce macrovoid-free hollow fiber 
membranes from only two-component solutions in high-speed spinning process have 
been studied. The following conclusions can be made:  
(1) Critical polymer concentration, critical take-up speed and critical air gap distance 
have been identified as the three essential parameters to fabricate macrovoid-free hollow 
fiber membranes. These parameters function complementarily with one another. This 
observation may be applicable to other two-component polymer-solvent systems. 
(2) Using the number of macrovoids per unit area (n/µm2) as functions of polymer 
concentration, take-up speed, and air gap distance can more clearly explain the effects of 
spinning conditions on macrovoid evolution and growth mechanism than n and A%. This 
number may diverge or converge very slowly with an increase in spinning speed for 
fibers spun from lower polymer concentrations, whereas it converges monotonously with 
an increase in spinning speed and then completely ceases for fibers spun from higher 
polymer concentrations. 
(3) Macrovoid elimination can only take place in the spinning process with a critical short 
air gap distance because it takes time to remove die swell and fully develop the 
elongational stretch. 
(4) A relationship between the number of macrovoids per unit area and the square root of 
acceleration of stretch has been observed. This equation fits well with experimental data 
at the critical air-gap distance to form macrovoid-free morphology. 
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Chapter 5 The Effects of Spinneret Dimension and Hollow 
Fiber Dimension on Gas Separation Performance of Ultra-thin 
Defect-free Torlon® Hollow Fiber Membranes 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Polymeric hollow fiber membranes have been considered as a favorable apparatus for gas 
separation in the last 40 years due to their high separation efficiency, self mechanical 
support, good flexibility and easy handling during module fabrication [1–6]. However, 
the fabrication of hollow fibers with both superior permeability and selectivity is always 
a challenge due to the complexity of spinning process. How to produce hollow fibers 
with desired structure to withstand high pressures, plasticization and heavy hydrocarbon 
contaminations in various gas separations has caused significant attention among the 
membrane scientists. A defect-free hollow fiber membrane with an ultra-thin dense-
selective layer seems to be the most desirable configuration to solve these potential 
problems, for an ultra-thin dense-selective layer will greatly increase gas permeability 
due to the reduced transport resistance; while a defect-free dense-selective layer may 
enhance the selectivity, and at the same time cut down downstream concentration of the 
contaminants which may cause plasticization effect or collapse the sub-layer. In addition, 
the additional post-treatment process such as silicone rubber coating can be eliminated, 




Before the science and engineering for the production of defect-free hollow fiber 
membranes were developed, various post treatments had been proposed to seal the 
defects in the selective layers [7-9]. Though these post treatment technologies can 
effectively improve the selectivity of asymmetric membranes even to the intrinsic values 
of corresponding dense films, they are time consuming, complex and may incur 
additional cost. What’s more, the silicon rubber coating technology is humidity sensitive; 
it may not effectively work for some membranes if their substructures are highly resistant 
[8]; In addition, both gas permeability and selectivity would severely drop if the coating 
time is not well controlled [7]. Such limitations make the technology to produce defect-
free as-spun hollow fibers more significant and necessary. 
 
It is not a trivial task to fabricate defect-free hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
dense-selective layer. Usually, the dense selective layer in asymmetric membranes may 
contain defects because of the rapid coalescence of polymer molecules and irregular 
packing of kinked polymer chains [10-12]. Kesting and his coworkers [13-14] invented 
the Lewis acid: base complex spinning solutions and developed a new generation of 
asymmetric hollow fibers with ultra-thin and graded-density skins. They hypothesized 
that the Lewis acid: base dope formulation provides a large but unstable solvent molar 
volume which is essential to produce a membrane with an ultra-thin dense-selective layer 
consisting of a higher free volume. Chung et al. [15] were one of the pioneers in 
fabricating high performance hollow fiber membranes from a polymer/solvent binary 
system and they produced polyethersulfone hollow fibers with an ultra-thin dense layer of 
474Å. The proposed key parameters were (1) controlling the bore fluid chemistry and 
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flow rate, and (2) using a dope exhibiting significant chain entanglement. However, both 
Kesting et al. and Chung et al.’s hollow fiber membranes comprised many defects, 
application of silicone rubber coating was necessary in order to regenerate their 
membranes’ selectivity.  
 
Perhaps, Pinnau and Koros [16] were the pioneers to fabricate defect-free asymmetric flat 
membranes by using forced-convective evaporation in a dry/wet phase inversion process. 
van’t Hof et al. [17] at the University of Twente might be the first to invent a dual-bath 
phase inversion process to prepare defect-free as-spun hollow fibers for gas separation by 
taking advantage of both delayed demixing and instantaneous demixing, while Chung et 
al. [18] might be the first to produce defect-free as-spun fluoropolyimide hollow fiber 
membranes using only water as the external coagulant but a modified Lewis acid: base 
complex dope solution. However, the dense layers of their hollow fiber membranes were 
very thick (van’t Hof et al.’s >1µm; Chung et al.’s > 2000Å). Recently, Clausi and Koros 
[19] produced defect-free polyimide hollow fibers with skin thickness of around 1000Å, 
but their dope was complicated, which comprised polymer, volatile and non-volatile 
solvents, and nonsolvent. 
 
Is it possible to produce defect-free as-spun hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
dense selective layer from a one polymer/one solvent binary system using just single 
coagulant bath? If so, it would significantly simplify the dope formulation and spinning 
process, as well as eliminate the secondary treatments and economize the production cost. 
Therefore, the first purpose of this paper is to explore the feasibility of achieving this 
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objective via fundamental study of the relationship among spinning conditions, process 
parameters, and the rheological properties of the dope solution.  
 
The second purpose of this paper is to investigate how the spinneret dimension affects (1) 
the optimal process parameters to produce defect-free as-spun hollow fiber membranes, 
and (2) their separation performance. Up to the present, most literatures on fabricating 
hollow fiber membranes mainly focus on the effects of process parameters such as dope 
formulation, coagulant chemistry, dope extrusion rate, elongation stress as well as air gap 
distance on membrane morphology and separation performance [14-33], only very few 
have paid attention to the effect of a spinneret’s internal design [20, 34-35] and annular 
dimension [36]. However, membrane scientists must not ignore the importance of a 
spinneret’s internal design and annulus dimension, because they play an utmost important 
role in determining not only the molecular orientation, chain packing, macro- and micro-
pore formation of the resultant membranes, but also the membranes’ separation 
performance and long term stability.  
 
Furthermore, it has been long noted that the industrial scale of hollow fiber dimension 
varies significantly according to the applications. For example, the dimension of hollow 
fibers used in gas separation is usually much finer than those used in water recycling and 
treatments, which is because the former industry may have less concentration polarization 
problems than the latter. Therefore, different hollow fiber dimensions are on demand for 
their specific applications. To our best knowledge, no such knowledge is available in the 
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literature on how to scale up or down the dimension of hollow fiber membranes but 
maintain their separation performance by changing the spinneret dimension.  
 
As a consequence, we aim to study the science and engineering in this paper on how to 
fabricate defect-free hollow fiber membranes with ultra-thin dense-selective layers from a 
polymer/solvent binary system, as well as to reveal the fundamental mechanisms of the 
performance shift and enhancement in gas separation caused by changing spinneret 
dimension. This is truly a pioneering work. It is believed that this work will significantly 
enhance the fundamental understanding of fabricating hollow fiber membranes with 
superior gas separation performance and have considerable impact on hollow fiber 
production in the membrane industry. 
 
5.2 Spinning conditions 
The spinning conditions are listed in Table 5.1 which consists of a schematic diagram of 
a typical spinneret. Five spinnerets were designed as follows: from spinnerets A to E, the 
outer diameter (OD) is increased by 0.4 mm in sequence, while the corresponding inner 
diameter (ID) is increased about 0.25-0.3 mm to ensure a similar ratio of OD to ID (i.e., 
the OD/ID ratio is in the range of 1.5-1.6). The ratio of dope flow rate to bore fluid flow 
rate was strictly kept at 2 to induce a similar coagulation process taking place at the inner 
membrane surface [20]. For easy comparison of the effects of different spinneret 
dimensions on hollow fiber fabrication and separation performance, the dope flow rate 
was carefully adjusted to make sure of the same average linear velocity for all spinnerets. 
The average linear velocity v is defined in Eqn. 5.1.  
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== π                             (5.1) 
The draw ratio φ during the spinning is defined as follows:  





−=ϕ                                                       (5.2) 
After spinning, the nascent fibers were immersed in tap water for two days, followed by 
the solvent exchange 3 times in methanol for 30 min/time and then 3 times in n-hexane 
for 30 min/time to remove the residual solvents. Finally, the fibers were dried in air at 
room temperature (around 25 ºC) for further study. 
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Table 5.1 Spinning conditions 
Spinneret code A B C D E 
Spinneret dimension (ID/OD) (mm) 0.5/0.8 0.8/1.2 1.05/1.6 1.25/2.0 1.55/2.4 
Dope composition Torlon
®
/NMP 30/70 wt% 
Bore fluid  NMP/DI water 90/10 wt% 
Dope flow rate (ml/min) 0.8 1.66 3 5 6.9 
Bore fluid flow rate (ml/min) 0.4 0.83 1.5 2.5 3.45 
Linear velocity of the dope 
(cm/min) 2.62 2.63 2.62 2.61 2.62 
Air gap distance (cm) 0, 0.5, 5, 10, 15 
Coagulation bath Water 
Take up rate (m/min) 10 – 50  
Experiment Temperature 25±2 ºC 
 
5.3 Results and discussions  
5.3.1 The effects of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber dimension on membrane 
morphology 
A typical morphology of Torlon® hollow fiber membranes for gas separation is shown in 
Fig. 5.1, where the inner surface and inner bulk are porous, while the outer surface and 
outer edge are quite dense. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the combination effect of spinneret 
dimension and draw ratio on membrane morphology. The value at the left upper corner of 
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each SEM picture is the maximum take-up speed and draw ratio for each spinneret under 
a stable spinning process. Fig. 5.2 discloses that, with the help of elongational stretch, it 
becomes easier to eliminate macrovoids if the annular gap of the spinneret becomes 
smaller. The hollow fibers spun from the spinneret with the smallest annulus gap of 0.15 
mm exhibit an almost macrovoid-free morphology. This finding is agreeable with our 
previous studies that there should be a critical spinneret channel thickness [36] and a 
critical membrane thickness [39] to fabricate membranes with macrovoid-free structure. 
Three causes may account for this macrovoid-free structure: 1) high elongational drawing 
may induce huge negative normal stresses perpendicular to the fiber surface and result in 
radial outflow of solvents, thus retards non-solvent intrusion and macrovoid formation 
[40-41]; 2) smaller annulus gaps may generate higher shear stresses that may induce 
oriented and denser polymer chain packing; therefore, the macrovoids induced by 
nonsolvent intrusion are hindered [36]. 3) a combination of high speed spinning and 
small spinneret annular gap may stabilize the skin and result in minuscule membrane 






Fig. 5.1 Morphology of Torlon® hollow fiber membranes for gas separation (Spinning 
condition: air gap: 5 cm; take-up speed: 20 m/min; spinneret ID/OD: 1.05/1.6 mm) 
 
Fig. 5.2 The effect of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber dimension on macrovoids 
evolution (The value at the left upper corner is the take-up speed and corresponding draw 




5.3.2 The effects of draw ratio and elongation stress on O2/N2 separation 
performance 
The typical effect of draw ratio on O2/N2 selectivity of Trolon® hollow fibers is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.3 (a) using fibers spun from Spinneret C as an example. There exists a Λ-shape 
curve of O2/N2 selectivity vs. draw ratio. The highest selectivity exceeds the intrinsic 
value of Torlon® dense films which is about 8 (shown in Table 5.2). Clearly, there should 
be an existence of optimal draw ratio to fabricate defect-free Torlon® hollow fibers with 
the highest selectivity for gas separation. The increase in O2/N2 selectivity with increasing 
draw ratio before reaching the highest point is probably due to the elongation induced 
molecular orientation which facilitates the polymer chains to achieve more regular 
packing and more monodisperse space [34]. In contrast, the decrease in O2/N2 selectivity 
after the highest point may be attributed from two factors. Firstly, the high draw ratio 
may over stretch the interstitial space of polymer chains and generate minor defects in the 
dense selective layer after the solvent is removed. Secondly, from the rheological aspect, 
imperfection may be born in the dense-selective layer because of strain-thinning 
characteristics of polymer solutions induced by high extensional stretch [23]. Similar 
imperfection phenomenon has been observed in gas separation membranes because of 
shear-induced thinning characteristics of polymer solutions [20, 24, 34]. 
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Fig. 5.3 The effects of draw ratio on: (a) O2/N2 selectivity; (b) O2 permeance for  hollow 
fibers spun from spinneret C 
 
Table 5.2 The highest obtained O2/N2 selectivity and corresponding dense layer thickness 










α (O2/N2) Dense layer 
thickness (Ǻ)
A 0.5/0.8 9.09 0.99±0.02 0.12±0.01 8.00±0.53 1210±22
B 0.8/1.2 9.60 1.12±0.28 0.14±0.03 8.26±0.02 1070±253
C 1.05/1.6 9.78 1.27±0.17 0.15±0.02 8.38±0.15 950±137
D 1.25/2.0 10.13 1.57±0.11 0.18±0.01 8.51±0.25 740±70
E 1.55/2.4 13.94 2.13±0.02 0.25±0.01 9.06±0.31 540±5
 
The Λ-shape relationship between O2/N2 selectivity and draw ratio is consistent with the 
observation of the V-shape relationship between O2 permeance and draw ratio as plotted 
in Fig. 5.3 (b). The highest selectivity occurs when the permeance is the minimal. The 
results of X-ray diffraction patterns of fibers spun with different draw ratios verify the 
above hypotheses.  The graph in Fig. 5.4 shows the intensity and the width of the XRD 
spectra, while the table in Fig. 5.4 compares the d-space as a function of draw ratio.  
Fibers spun with a draw ratio of 9.78 possess the smallest d-space, which corresponds to 
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the highest O2/N2 selectivity. In addition, fibers spun at this draw ratio exhibit the highest 
intensity and the minimal half-intensity width, indicating the narrowest distribution of 
polymer chain space (i.e., the finest monodisperse interstitial chain space) which mostly 
favors high permselectivity in gas separation. 
Fig. 5.4 XRD result of hollow fibers spun from spinneret C with different spinning 
conditions 
 
5.3.3 The effects of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber dimension on O2/N2 
selectivity 
Fig. 5.5 compares O2/N2 selectivity and O2 permeance as a function of draw ratio for all 
hollow fibers spun from various spinneret dimensions. Similar Λ patterns for selectivity 
vs. draw ratio and V patterns for permeance vs. draw ratio have been observed for all the 
fibers spun from different spinnerets. Each of the highest O2/N2 selectivity of hollow 
fibers spun from each spinneret has surpassed the intrinsic value of Torlon® dense film. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that defect-free as-spun Torlon® hollow fiber membranes 
for gas separation have been fabricated from a polymer/solvent binary system. The keys 
to develop defect-free as-spun Torlon® hollow fiber membranes are as follows: (1) using 
a polymer solution with a high degree of entanglement; (2) employing a bore fluid which 
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can induce delayed demixing at the inner skin and thus reduce the substructure resistance; 
(3) inducing an optimum elongation stretch at certain air gap distance, thus resulting in 
fine interstitial space among polymer chains, The first 2 factors have been discussed in 
depth in the previous works [15, 20, 24, 34]. 
Fig. 5.5 The effects of draw ratio on: (a) O2/N2 selectivity; (b) O2 permeance for 
different spinneret dimensions (E.g. 0.5-0.8 mm stands for the ID-OD of the spinneret, 
similar meaning in the followings) 
 
Table 5.2 tabulates the highest obtained O2/N2 selectivity of hollow fibers spun from each 
spinneret. Together with Fig. 5.5 (a), several interesting and important phenomena can be 
noticed: (1) As the spinneret dimension increases, a higher elongation draw ratio is 
required to produce defect-free hollow fiber membranes with the maximum selectivity; (2) 
The bigger the spinneret annular gap, the higher the selectivity; (3) The bigger the 
spinneret annual gap, the higher the permeance and the thinner the dense-selective layer. 
 
5.3.4 Relationship between spinneret dimension and draw ratio to yield the 




As summarized in Table 5.2, the maximum O2/N2 selectivity is 8 with a draw ratio of 
9.09 for hollow fibers spun from spinneret A. However, a draw ratio of about 13.94 is 
necessary for hollow fibers spun from spinneret E to achieve the maximum O2/N2 
selectivity of 9.06. The shift toward a higher draw ratio in order to obtain the maximum 
O2/N2 selectivity for fibers spun from a large spinneret dimension may be due to the fact 
that different asymmetric shear stress profiles and different degrees of molecular 
orientation exist within the nascent fibers before entering the air gap region. These 
differences are induced by flowing a highly viscoelastic fluid through different annular 
gaps of spinnerets. 
  
To verify this hypothesis, wet spinning with a free falling speed was conducted, where 
the effects of elongation stress on fiber formation were removed and hence the shear 
stress within the spinneret dominated the molecular orientation during spinning [15]. Fig. 
5.6 illustrates the distributions of calculated shear rate and axial velocity across annular 
flow channel at the spinneret outlet with the mathematical equations described in [21, 42]. 
The shear stress at the outer-layer skin decreases with an increase in spinneret annular 
gap. Table 5.3 summarizes the separation performance of these wet spun fibers with and 
without silicone rubber coating. Even after silicone rubber coating, O2/N2 selectivity 
recovers only from 0.96-0.99 to about 3.02-3.45 that is far from the ideal value of 8. 
Clearly, there are too many defects on these wet spun fibers beyond repair as suggested 




Fig. 5.6 Shear rate profile and axial velocity profile along with the radial length at the 
outlet for each spinneret 
 
Table 5.3 Calculated shear rate, shear stress at the outermost point of the spinneret outlet 






















A 1638 104828 0.96 0.48±0.01 0.15±0 3.13
B 1253 80693 0.98 0.50±0.38 0.15±0.01 3.34
C 902 58537 0.99 1.14±0.05 0.39±0.05 3.02
D 655 42832 0.98 1.58±0.05 0.46±0.08 3.45
E 582 38134 0.99 1.75±0.19 0.51±0.03 3.43
 
Since the smaller the annular flow channel, the higher the shear rate and shear stress at 
the outer skin as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5.6, the shear-induced orientation may induce 
higher chain packing for fibers spun from a spinneret with smaller annular gap. In 
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addition, it is further observed from Fig. 5.6 that the smaller the annular flow channel, the 
steeper the asymmetric shear rate profile. As a result, one can expect that the outer-skin 
of hollow fibers spun from a spinneret with a large annular flow channel is much looser, 
more homogenous, and less oriented than that spun from a small annular flow channel.  
 
When there is an additional stretch upon the nascent fibers during the dry-jet wet 
spinning, fibers with looser, less uniform, and less oriented dense-layer morphology can 
be further elongated easily compared to those fibers which have steeper asymmetric 
stress profiles and highly oriented skins. Therefore, fibers spun from a large spinneret 
dimension may induce the shift toward a higher draw ratio in order to obtain the higher 
maximum O2/N2 selectivity as shown in Fig. 5.5a.  
 
5.3.5 The effects of spinneret dimension and hollow fiber dimension on dense-
selective thickness  
Fig. 5.7 show comparisons of the highest obtained O2/N2 selectivity and the 
corresponding dense-selective layer thickness vs. spinneret. The apparent dense-selective 
layer thickness shows a declining trend with an increase in spinneret dimension and 
hollow fiber dimension. Fig. 5.8 provides a direct SEM observation on the dense-
selective layer of theses fibers. The value highlighted in each picture is an average of 10 
observed dense-selective layer thicknesses randomly measured on the FESEM picture, 
where the average deviation is about 5%. Consistent with the calculated values, the 
observed dense-selective layer thickness decreases with an increase with spinneret 
dimension, but slightly lower than those calculated values. The discrepancy is mainly due 
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to the fact that SEM pictures only reveal macroscopic morphology, while permeance 
takes the effects of microscopic structure, chain packing, and molecular orientation into 
consideration. Nevertheless, fibers spun from the largest spinneret E possess a dense-
selective layer thickness around 540Å, which is an impressive value for single-layer 
hollow fiber membranes spun from a polymer/solvent binary system [15]. 
 
Fig. 5.7 Comparison of the highest obtained O2/N2 selectivity and the corresponding 






Fig. 5.8 Direct observation of the dense-selective layers of dry-jet wet-spun fibers 
(samples (a) to (d) with spinning conditions: air gap = 5cm, take-up speed of 20 m/min; 
sample (e) with air gap of 5 cm and take-up speed of 30 m/min) 
 
Why does the largest spinneret dimension have the smallest dense-layer thickness? This 
interesting phenomenon may be resulted from many factors. As discussed in the previous 
section, the polymer molecules may be relatively loosely and homogenously packed in 
the nascent fiber spun from the largest annular flow channel because of less asymmetric 
shear stresses induced by the spinneret. Once the nascent fiber is extruded from the 
spinneret, the lumen side has a delayed demixing because the bore fluid contains a high 
percentage of solvent (i.e., 90% NMP as shown in Table 5.1), while the outer skin starts 
exposure to air which may contain moisture. As a result, at a very short distance from the 
spinneret, most of the nascent fiber including the inner skin stays in a fluid state, while 
the outer-skin portion stays as a fluid but with the originally high viscosity and possibly 
undergoes minor phase separation. When an external elongation stress is applied to the 
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nascent fiber, the outer-skin portion will bear most stress, which will be stretched, 
thinned and form the dense-selective skin.  
 
It is very likely that the fiber spun from a small spinneret dimension has a thick outer-
skin portion with a higher degree of chain packing as verified by (1) the low permeance 
data in Table 5.3 for wet-spun fibers; and (2) high and steep shear stress profiles induced 
by the spinneret as shown in Fig. 5.6. As a result, when an elongation stress is upon the 
nascent fiber, the fiber spun from a small spinneret produces a thicker dense-selective 
skin than that from a big spinneret.  
 
Another cause for the largest spinneret dimension having the smallest dense-layer 
thickness may arise from the fact that fibers with looser and less oriented morphology 
may favor O2 permeation compared to N2. In other words, since O2 possesses a smaller 
kinetic diameter than N2, O2 permeation in these dry-jet wet-spun fibers may be more 
sensitive to the openness of interstitial space by the elongation stretch to alter shear-
induced chain packing and orientation developed within the spinneret. As a consequence, 
the increase in O2 permeation in hollow fibers spun from a larger spinneret may be higher 
than the increase in N2 permeation, which ultimately results in a thinner apparent dense-
layer thickness and a higher O2/N2 selectivity. 
 
5.3.6 The effects of air-gap distance on O2/N2 permselectivity 
The previous sections are based on the study of using a 5-cm air-gap distance during the 
spinning. It is believed that air-gap distance may play an important role on membrane 
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formation, morphology and separation performance [25-29]. To systematically 
investigate the effect of air-gap distance on gas separation in high speed spinning, we 
design the experiments as follows: the take-up speed employed in this section was 
initially set around 20 m/min, which was adjusted accordingly in order to maintain a 
“constant draw ratio” for all air-gap distances. 
 
Fig. 5.9 shows the effect of air-gap distance on O2/N2 selectivity and O2 permeance. 
Under an unvaried draw ratio for each spinneret, a Λ-shape relationship is observed for 
O2/N2 selectivity vs. air-gap distance, whereas a V-shape relationship is present for O2 
permeance vs. air-gap distance. The phenomenon of relative low selectivity observed 
from 0.5-cm air gap to 5-cm air gap is understandable because it takes time to offset the 
die swell effect. Fig. 5.9 (a) also shows that fibers spun from the small spinneret (i.e., 
ID/OD = 0.8/1.2 mm) have the lower selectivity than big spinneret (i.e., ID/OD = 1.2/2.0 
mm) if the air-gap distance is less than 5 cm. Clearly, the die swell effect may dominate 
in a very short air-gap region and induce minor defects to the nascent hollow fibers 
depending on the spinneret design and dimension, dope rheology, the extent of die swell, 
chain relaxation and how fast the phase inversion is. Therefore, a certain air gap distance 
may be needed to offset the die swell effect for the fabrication of gas separation 
membranes with high separation performance.   
  
If the air gap distance exceeds 5 cm, the reduction in O2/N2 selectivity may be due to the 
relaxation of polymer chains along the spinning line because the elongation stress per 
unit fiber length is reduced even though the draw ratio is kept constant. Therefore, as the 
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air gap distance increases, a higher draw ratio must be used to retard chain relaxation and 
maintain molecular orientation in order to uphold the high separation performance. One 
must choose a proper air-gap distance and a proper draw ratio to produce gas separation 
membranes with high separation performance. 
Fig. 5.9 The effects of air-gap distance on (a) O2/N2 selectivity and (b) O2 permeance.(the 
draw ratio of fibers spun from the spinneret of ID/OD 0.8/1.2 mm is 9.60; the draw ratio 
of fibers spun from the 1.05/1.6 mm one is 9.78; the draw ratio of fibers spun from the 
1.25/2.0 mm one is 10.13) 
 
5.4 Conclusions  
Defect-free as-spun Torlon® hollow fibers with ultra-thin dense layers from a 
polymer/solvent binary system have been successfully produced. The effects of spinneret 
dimension and hollow fiber dimension on Torlon® hollow fiber membranes for gas 
separation have been systematically investigated. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from our present work: 
(1) The spinneret dimension and hollow fiber dimension directly influence the hollow 
fiber formation. Spinnerets with narrower spinneret dimension or hollow fibers with 
smaller thickness will facilitate the formation of macrovoid-free morphology. 
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(2) There exists an optimum draw ratio to fabricate defect-free Torlon® hollow fibers for 
gas separation. One of key factors is to induce finer polymer chain orientation at the 
dense-selective layer by choosing properly high elongation ratios.  
(3) As the spinneret dimension increases, a higher draw ratio is required to produce 
defect-free as-spun Torlon® hollow fibers. The bigger the spinneret, the higher the 
selectivity, as well as the thinner the apparent dense-selective layer. The cause of these 
phenomena may be attributed to different shear rates and shear stresses induced by 
different spinnerets.  
(4) A certain air gap distance may be needed for the fabrication of gas separation 
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Chapter 6 The Rheology of Torlon® Solutions and Its Role in 
the Formation of Ultra-thin Defect-free Torlon® Hollow Fiber 
Membranes for Gas Separation 
 
6. 1 Introduction 
Since 1980s, polymeric gas separation membranes fabricated via phase inversion have 
gained predominant popularity due to the invention of silicone rubber coating and fast 
advancements in membrane materials and manufacture process [1-6]. The defect-free as-
spun hollow fiber membrane with an ultra-thin dense selective layer may be one of the 
desirable configurations because it offers the following advantages: the post-treatments 
such as silicon rubber coating could be eliminated, the manufacture process could be 
simplified, and the production costs could be reduced. However, one must take the fast 
physical aging characteristics into consideration for an ultra-thin dense selective layer 
when developing a gas separation membrane with balanced selectivity and permeation.  
 
The fabrication of defect-free as-spun hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin dense 
selective layer is not a trivial task because of the complexity of phase inversion process, 
as well as the trade-off between the formation of an ultra-thin dense selective layer and 
the generation of defects [1-6, 8]. Research works on the fabrication of gas separation 
membranes with a defect-free and ultra-thin dense selective layer have been review in 
chapter 1 and chapter 5 [2, 9-14]. Clearly, choosing a correct dope formulation is of great 
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importance in fabricating membranes with desirable gas separation performance. 
However, the fundamentals of dope rheology and its role on hollow fiber formation have 
not been studied profoundly because of the complicated non-Newtonian fluid behavior of 
high-molecular-weight polymer solutions. The most common variables affecting the dope 
rheology that have been studied are (1) shear rates and stresses generated within the 
spinneret [16-18]; (2) spinneret design and elongational flow within conic dies [19-21]; 
and (3) elongational flow in the air gap region [21-22].  
 
Previous studies on the effect of dope flow rate [16-18] prove that high dope extrusion 
rates would induce molecular orientation and improve the gas separation performance of 
the resultant hollow fibers. In terms of the role of spinneret design, it is found that 
spinnerets with a smaller annular channel would induce a higher shear rate and stress 
onto the dope solution and favor the formation of macrovoid-free morphology [16, 21], 
while spinnerets with a larger dimension would induce a lower shear rate and stress 
which help offset the shear-thinning effect and may enhance both permeance and 
permselectivity for gas separation. When a dope solution is extruded out of the spinneret, 
the elongational stress on the nascent fiber can be monitored by changing the air-gap 
distance or the take-up rate [22-23]. Though different polymers may exhibit different 
elongational viscosities with respect to elongational rate as reported by Ekiner and 
Vasilatos [23], a proper increase in air-gap distance or elongational rate would generally 
result in better polymer chain packing, remove the polymer chain relaxation caused by 




Some other factors that may also affect the dope rheological properties are temperature, 
viscoelasticity, molecular weight, molecular coil size in the solution, as well as the flow 
stability within the spinneret channel [24]. However, very limited research has been 
carried out to investigate the role of these important issues on hollow fiber formation. 
Clausi and Koros [15] spun defect-free polyimide hollow fibers at 50 ºC, for they 
believed that high temperatures could facilitate the evaporation of volatile components in 
the air-gap region, and thus reduce defects on the selective layer. However, the effect of 
temperature on dense-layer formation mechanisms was not revealed. Jiang et al. [25] 
used different temperatures to fabricate Matrimid/Polyethersulfone dual-layer hollow 
fiber membranes, and they found that a higher temperature could improve the 
permselectivity and meanwhile enhance the permeation flux. However, only 25 ºC and 60 
ºC were used. Neither the dope rheology at these temperatures or the dense-layer 
formation mechanism was examined. Though Ren et al. [26] have investigated the 
temperature effect on the morphology of P84 flat sheet membranes, their observations 
cannot be easily postulated to hollow fibers, as the fabrication of hollow fibers is 
fundamentally much more complex due to the use of two coagulants for phase inversion. 
 
Since dope rheology micromanages and predetermines the polymer chain structure of the 
nascent hollow fibers, the objectives of this work are (1) to conduct a fundamental study 
on the role of dope rheology in fabricating hollow fiber membranes; and (2) to reveal the 
complicated science and engineering to fabricate hollow fiber membranes with a defect-
free and ultra-thin dense selective layer by controlling the rheological properties of the 
dopes. Several possible factors which could affect the dope rheology and the relationship 
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between these factors will be elaborated. Since the rheology of high-molecular-weight 
polymer solutions is very complex, this fundamental study may provide a touchstone for 
both academia and industries to develop a new-generation high-performance gas 
separation membranes via phase inversion process. 
  
6.2 Dope formulation, hollow fiber spinning and rheology measurement 
The dope formulation and spinning conditions are listed in Table 6.1. 30 wt% Torlon® 
4000TF/NNP and 28 wt% Torlon® 4000T-MV/NMP were chosen because they are above 
the critical concentration as defined by Chung [13] and have reasonable high viscosity as 
shown in Fig. 3.5. Dope temperature was varied from 2 ºC to 86 ºC and the temperature 
precision is within 3 %. Two take-up speeds (20 m/min and 40 m/min) were used. After 
spinning, the nascent fibers were immersed in tap water for two days, followed by the 
solvent exchange 3 times in methanol for 30 min/time and then 3 times in n-hexane for 
30 min/time to remove the residual solvent. Finally, the fibers were dried in air at room 
temperature (around 24 ºC) for further study. The rheology measurement was described 
in Chapter 3.  
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Table 6.1 Dope formulation and spinning conditions 
Dope solution Torlon
®
 4000T-MV/NMP 28/72 wt% 
Torlon
®
 4000TF/NMP 30/70 wt% 
Bore fluid NMP/Water 90/10 wt%
Air-gap distance 5 cm





Dope temperature  2 ºC 24  ºC 48  ºC 67  ºC 86 ºC 
Dope flow rate 2 ml/min
Bore fluid flow rate 1 ml/min
 
6.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.1The rheology of Torlon® solutions 
Fig. 6.1 presents the elongational and shear viscosities as a function of elongational rate 
and shear rate for both Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000TF solutions. Two distinct behaviors 
in elongational viscosity could be detected. T-MV solution shows an overall strain-
thinning phenomenon, i.e. the elongational viscosity of T-MV solution is decreasing as 
the elongational rate increases; whereas TF solution shows stain-hardening, i.e. the 
elongational viscosity increases as a function of the elongational rate. Such discrepancies 
in elongtional viscosities may be attributed to the different strengths of N-H hydrogen 
bonding which polyamideimde chemical structure is capable of forming in the dope 
solutions. The formation of intense hydrogen bonding would induce more resistance to 
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elongational deformation when stretching and sliding polymeric molecules and thus 
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Fig. 6.1 Comparison of the shear and elongational viscosity as a function of shear and 
elongation rate for (A) Torlon® 4000T-MV and (B) 4000TF solutions 
 
The proof of above statement can be found in the FTIR spectra in Fig. 6.2. For both 
Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000TF solutions, the para-disubstituted benzene group and 
1,2,4 – Trisubstituted benzene group [39], which are not influenced by the hydrogen 
bonding, show comparable absorption intensity. However, the absorption intensity of the 
secondary aromatic amines at about 3500 cm-1 [39] in the TF solution is obviously 
stronger than that in the T-MV solution. This observation indicates a stronger hydrogen 
bonding has formed in the TF solution and a higher elongational viscosity could be 
obtained. 
 
Fig. 6.2 FTIR spectra of Torlon®4000T-MV/NMP and 4000TF solutions  
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In addition, we have observed in our experiments that the Torlon®/NMP solution is very 
sensitive to the moisture in air. If the dope solutions are open to air without sealing for 
overnight, the rheological properties would change dramatically. Fig. 6.3 provides a 
comparison the elongational viscosities of Torlon® 4000T-MV solution with and without 
moisture absorption. It can be seen that the T-MV solution becomes strain-hardening 
after it absorbs some moisture from air. The amount of moisture that has been absorbed 
by the T-MV solution can be quantified in Fig. 6.4 by TGA. The lower residual weight 
percent of the T-MV solution with moisture component is due to the reason that the dope 
solution has been “diluted” by the absorbed moisture. Since the nascent fluid-like fiber 
will experience a short air-gap right above the water coagulant bath, the real rheological 
behavior of T-MV solution during dry-jet wet spinning may be a combination of the 
curves in Fig. 6.3. An in-depth discussion on the effect of those rheological properties of 
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Fig. 6.3 The shear or elongation viscosity as a function of shear or elongation rate for 









6.3.2 The effect of dope temperature on membrane morphology 
FESEM/SEM images in Fig. 6.5 show the typical morphology of T-MV hollow fibers, 
which is similar to what we have observed for TF fibers in chapter 5. The spinning 
conditions are specified in the figure. It is observed that the outer surface and outer edge 
of the fibers are quite dense, while the inner surface and inner bulk support are porous. 
Pictures in Fig. 6.6 depict the effect of dope temperature on the macrovoid morphology 
of Torlon® hollow fibers. It can be clearly noted that the macrovoid formation is 




Fig. 6.5 General morphology of Torlon® 4000T-MV hollow fiber membranes (Take-up 
rate: 20 m/min; Air-gap: 5 cm; Dope temperature: 48 ºC ) 
 
 
Fig. 6.6 The effect of dope temperature on macrovoid morphology of Torlon® (a) 4000T-




The enhancement of macrovoid formation at high dope temperatures may be explained 
from the effect of dope rheology and phase separation kinetics. As the dope temperature 
increases, both the shear and elongational viscosities decrease exponentially, which may 
slow down the formation of the precipitation front and reduce the strength of the nascent 
outer surface of the fibers [21, 33-34]. As a consequence, the diffusion and convective 
flows of the non-solvent at the fiber outer edge would be facilitated and hence the 
macrovoid formation is promoted [21, 35]. In terms of the phase inversion kinetics, as the 
temperature increases, the binodal curve would shift closer to the polymer – nonsolvent 
axis in the phase diagram. The slow rate of phase separation together with low viscosity 
and low surface energy of the nascent membrane skin at elevated temperatures make it 
vulnerable to coagulant intrusion and hence promote the macrovoid formation.  
 
To verify the above viewpoints on the effect of temperature-dependent dope rheology on 
phase separation mechanism, the convection, precipitation and solidification fronts of 
water into the Torlon® 4000T-MV/NMP (28 wt%) flat membrane (with a thickness about 
167 µm) were video-recorded under an Olympus BX50 polarizing optical microscope 
and illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The detailed experimental procedure has been described 
elsewhere [35] and the temperature of the polymer solution was adjusted by a hot plate. It 
can be observed from the photos that the nonsolvent convection takes place immediately 
after the occurrence of phase inversion (0.1 s) and is obviously accelerated at a higher 
dope temperature. The formation of a solidification front is delayed with an increase in 
dope temperature. For the polymer solution at 70 oC, no clear solidification front can be 
even distinguished. The enhanced nonsolvent convection together with delayed 
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solidification would promote the macrovoid formation. It is interesting to note that after 
10s, the visualization of phase inversion for Torlon® 4000T-MV solution at all 
temperatures is not much distinguishable, which implies the generation of macrovoid is 
explosively fast and the nonsolvent convection or diffusion occurring immediately after 
the initiation of phase inversion plays the determinant role on the final macrovoid 
morphology. 
 
Fig. 6.7 Observation of water intrusion in Torlon® 4000T-MV/NMP 28 wt% flat 
membrane under PLM at (a) 25 ºC; (b) 48 ºC and (c) 67 ºC (the thickness of the polymer 
solution: 167 μm)  
 
In addition to the aforementioned rheological and phase separation issues, moisture 
induced phase separation during the air-gap region may be another reason to account for 
the macrovoid disappearance at low temperatures. The nascent fluid-like fibers during the 
air-gap region may absorb more moisture at low dope temperatures compared to those at 
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high dope temperatures. According to the observation of Chung and Hu [36], and Tsai et 
al. [37], high affinity between the water vapor and the nascent fiber may induce partial 
early phase inversion that suppresses the formation of macrovoids. 
 
6.3.3 The effect of dope temperature on O2/N2 selectivity 
Table 6.2 summarizes the gas separation performance of Torlon® (4000T-MV) hollow 
fibers spun at different dope temperatures. As the dope temperature increases, it is 
observed that O2/N2 selectivity reaches a peak value of 8.37 at 48 oC and then starts to 
decrease. However, the apparent dense layer thickness shows an overall decreasing trend 
as a function of dope temperature. The optimum dope temperature is around 50 oC, where 
the dense selective layer of the resultant Torlon® hollow fiber is both defect-free and 
ultra-thin with an apparent dense layer thickness of around 700 Å.  










α(O2/N2) Dense layer 
thickness (Å) 
2 ºC 9.99 1.08±0.05 0.29±0.01 3.65±0.09 -- 
24 ºC 9.74 1.10±0.14 0.16±0.03 6.96±0.44 1111±139 
48 ºC 9.85 1.55±0.15 0.20±0.00 8.37±0.05 781±74 
67 ºC 10.20 2.04±0.53 0.28±0.08 7.47±0.35 630±164 
86 ºC 9.89 1.84±0.15 0.26±0.02 7.18±0.03 657±53 
 
The low permselectivity of the fibers spun at 2 °C and 24 °C may be resulted from high 
sub-structure resistance. At low dope temperatures, the deformation of polymer chains is 
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difficult and slow, thus the polymer chains in the substructure would stay in an entangled 
and unaligned state after the precipitation and the resultant fibers would possess high 
substructure resistance for the permeation of gas molecules. According to the resistance 
model proposed by Henis and Tripodi [1], a higher substructure resistance would have a 
greater retardant effect on the fast gas (O2) than the slow gas (N2). Therefore, the overall 
O2/N2 selectivity of the fibers spun at low dope temperatures is reduced as shown in 
Table 6.2. 
 
The decrease in O2/N2 selectivity when spinning temperature increased from 48 to 86°C 
may be explainable from the rheological aspect. The significant decrease in shear and 
elongational viscosities at high temperatures indicates a dramatic loss in polymer chain 
entanglement and a fast relaxation rate of polymer chains, both of which could 
overshadow the shear/elongation-induced polymer chain orientation and facilitate the 
generation of defects on the dense skin [13, 15-19, 24]. As a result, it is hard to form a 
dense-selective layer with high gas pair selectivity from polymer dopes at high 
temperatures. 
 
Fig. 6.1 also indicates that 48 ºC may be a favorable temperature to spin defect-free T-
MV hollow fibers. On one hand, the elongational deformation is reasonably faster at this 
temperature compared to that at room temperature to facilitate the polymer chain 
orientation. On the other hand, the strain-hardening properties would resist the chain 
sliding through hydrogen bonding and thus maintain the chain alignment in a perfect 
manner for gas separation.   
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6.3.4 The role of Torlon® dope rheology on hollow fiber formation 
To understand the role of different dope rheology (as show in Fig. 6.1) on the formation 
of defect-free Torlon® gas separation hollow fibers, Torlon® 4000TF fibers were also 
spun at varied temperatures and tested for gas separation. Unlike T-MV dopes, the 
temperature to fabricate defect-free TF fibers is around 25 ºC which could be seen from 
Fig. 6.8. This finding is consistent with our previous discussions in two folds. First of all, 
the strain-hardening properties in Fig 6.1 (B) which are probably caused by hydrogen 
bonding can assist the formation of a defect-free dense layer. Secondly, the chain 
mobility and stretchability play important roles to determine the fabrication of gas 
separation membranes with high selectivity. Since T-MV possesses a higher viscosity 
than TF, T-MV should possess more significant chain entanglement and viscoelastic 
nature than TF in NMP. Therefore, as discussed in Section 6.3.3, a high spinning 
temperature (about 50 ºC) is necessary for the T-MV solution to effectively induce 
polymer chain mobility and orientation under stretch; while the same temperature may 
significantly deform the polymer chains in the TF solution, induce fast relaxation, lower 
chain alignment, and thus generate imperfections and slightly deteriorate the selectivity.  
 
Fig. 6.8 Comparison of the gas separation performance of Torlon® 4000T-MV and 
4000TF membranes as a function of spinning temperature  
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Fig. 6.9 shows the 3-dimensional AFM images of the outer dense-selective layers of 
Torlon® fibers. It is notable that the T-MV hollow fiber spun from 48 oC and the TF fiber 
spun from 25 oC possess the smallest mean roughness in their series. According to the 
observations of Tan and Matsuura [40] and Chung et al. [41], there is a close relationship 
between nodule size and mean roughness. The smaller mean roughness indicates the 
smaller nodule size. Take T-MV fibers for example, since the nodule size is strongly 
related to the degree of inter-chain entanglement, the high value of mean roughness for 
fibers spun at 24oC confirms the aforementioned hypothesis that polymeric random chain 
coils are not fully stretched and slipped one another at this temperature, whereas the high 
mean roughness for fibers spun at 67oC may be resulted from faster and greater chain 
relaxation. Only with the balanced chain stretch, sliding, orientation and relaxation, the 
outer selective skin of T-MV hollow fibers spun at 48 oC has the smallest mean 
roughness.   
 
Fig. 6.9 The surface morphology of Torlon® (a) 4000T-MV and (b) 4000TF hollow fibers 
observed under AFM (Take-up speed: 20 m/min) 
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Fig. 6.10 compares the XRD spectra as a function of dope spinning temperature for these 
two Torlon® variants and indirectly supports the aforementioned hypothesis as well. The 
T-MV hollow fiber spun from 48 oC and the TF fiber spun from 25 oC possess the 
smallest d-space values in their corresponding series, which indicates that they possess 
the finest dense layer configuration and highest O2/N2 selectivity.  
 
Fig. 6.10 XRD spectrum of Torlon® (a) 4000T-MV and (b) 4000TF fibers at different 
temperatures 
 
Table 6.3 compares the CO2/CH4 separation performance of two defect-free Torlon® 
hollow fibers at 25 ºC, and the CO2/CH4 selectivity is comparable and close to the value 
of Torlon® dense films at 35 ºC.  




























6.3.5 The effect of draw ratio on dense layer formation at different dope 
temperatures  
Fig. 6.11 illustrates the effect of draw ratio (which is defined in Eqn 5.2) on gas 
separation performance at different dope spinning temperatures for Torlon® 4000T-MV 
fibers. The general up and down trend of O2/N2 selectivity as a function of draw ratio 
regardless of dope temperature is agreeable with our previous studies [15, 19]. However, 
their relationship with dope temperature has never been reported yet. If we define the 
optimum draw ratio as the value where the highest O2/N2 selectivity takes place, the 
optimum draw ratio tends to shift to a higher value as dope temperature increases from 2 




































Fig. 6.11 The effect of draw ratio on O2/N2 selectivity of Torlon® 4000t-MV fibers at 
different dope temperatures (Take-up speed: 20 m/min; Air-gap: 5 cm; All the gases were 
tested at 25ºC)  
 
Similar to the viewpoints in Section 6.3.3, there should be a balance among dope 
rheological characteristics (i.e., chain extensionability and relaxation spectra, 
viscoelasticity, molecular orientation, elongational rate, elongational force and take-up 
speed) in order to produce hollow fibers with the maximum permselectivity. Except for 
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the take-up speed, all others are strongly dependent on temperature. It is believed that a 
reasonably high temperature is necessary so that the random-coil polymeric chains can be 
rapidly stretched and effectively oriented, while a reasonably low temperature is also 
indispensable so that the dope has a moderate viscosity memory to keep all the stretched 
chains stay highly oriented without relaxation. 48oC appears to be the optimal 
temperature for this dope. Below 48oC, the high shear and elongation viscosities lower 
the optimum draw ratio value which is necessary to induce finest polymer chain 
orientation, whereas above 48oC, the low viscosity and fast polymer chain relaxation also 
lower the optimum draw ratio value. Defects should apparently occur if the nascent fiber 
was overdrawn.  
 
Another possible interpretation for the shifting of the optimum draw ratio is due to the 
strain-hardening issue as discussed in Fig. 6.3. The rheological behavior of Torlon® 
4000T-MV solution at 48 oC shows a combined strain-thinning and strain-hardening 
characteristic. Therefore, Torlon® 4000T-MV solution at 48 oC may be able to stand a 
higher elongation stress compared to those at other temperatures as well as to induce 
chain orientation [14, 17, 22]. 
 
6. 4 Conclusions 
The effect of temperature on rheology of Torlon® 4000T-MV and 4000TF polymer 
solutions to fabricate defect-free Torlon® hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 




(1) The formation of macrovoids is enhanced as the dope temperature increases for both 
Torlon® variants. The rationale is possibly due to the significanty decreased shear and 
elongational viscosities and the delayed phase inversion rate of the polymer solutions at 
high temperatures. 
(2) The viscoelastic characteristics of dope solutions play a very important role to form 
the defect-free and ultra-thin dense selective layer. A reasonably low viscous dope is 
necessary, so that the entangled polymer coils could be rapidly stretched and effectively 
aligned to reduce the sub-structure resistance. Meanwhile, a properly high viscosity is 
also required, so that the highly orientated polymer chains could be kept without 
relaxation to achieve high gas selectivity. 
(3) Torlon® 4000TF and 4000T-MV polymer solutions possess different elogational 
viscosities with respect to the elongational stretch, where Torlon® 4000TF solution shows 
strain hardening but Torlon® 4000T-MV solution shows strain thinning. Such 
discrepancy should affect the spinning temperature adopted to spin hollow fibers with a 
defect-free and ultra-thin dense-selective layer. The dope temperature to produce defect-
free Torlon® 4000T-MV fibers with an ultra-thin dense selective layer is 48ºC, and that 
for Torlon® 4000TF fibers is 24ºC. 
(4) AFM and XRD results reveal that Torlon® 4000T-MV hollow fibers spun from 48ºC 
and Torlon® 4000TF hollow fibers spun from ambient temperature possess the smallest 
roughness and d-space in their corresponding series, which may indicate these fibers have 
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Chapter 7 The Role of Additives on Dope Rheology and 




Rheology is a very important discipline in polymer science and engineering [1-2]. In the 
fabrication of hollow fiber membranes via phase inversion, the fundamentals of dope 
rheology such as viscoelasticity, shear and elongational viscosities, play an important role 
on determining membrane morphology as well as separation performance. However, only 
very few works have been published to study the role of dope rheology on hollow fiber 
membrane formation possibly because of the complexity of non-Newtonian behavior of 
high-molecular-weight polymer solutions [1-9]. 
 
Generally, shear flow and elongational flow are two most important characteristic flows 
in the process of hollow fiber spinning. Most studies on the effect of shear stress on 
membrane separation may be categorized into controlling the dope extrusion rate [10-13] 
and modifying the spinneret design [14-15]. Though there is a rich literature on the 
elongational viscosity for polymer melts and polymer solutions, only a few has been 
disclosed on their effect on asymmetric hollow fiber formation via phase inversion [1-9, 
16-18]. Since the magnitude of elongational viscosity is much higher than that of shear 
viscosity, the elongational force in the high-speed spinning process is more likely 
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dominant than other forces on imparting chain orientation and determining membrane 
morphology [3-4, 17]. Therefore, it is essential for membrane scientists to investigate its 
influence and define its roles on hollow fiber spinning and formation. This is the main 
objective of this work. 
 
The other objective of this work is to study the effect of non-solvent additives on the 
fabrication of as-spun defect-free hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin dense 
selective layer for gas separation. The pioneering works of Kesting et al. [19], Pinnau and 
Koros [20], van’t Hof et al. [21], Chung et al. [22], and Clausi and Koros [23] have made 
significant contributions to fabricate defect-free hollow fiber membranes with an ultra-thin 
dense selective layer for gas separation. However, most of their focuses have been given 
to membrane formation and separation performance. The effect of non-solvent additives 
on dope rheology and their subsequent effect on spinning dynamics and membrane 
microstructure have not been revealed.  
 
Torlon® 4000T-MV is chosen in this research because of its superior mechanical and 
separation properties [24]. In academia, Torlon® 4000T and 4000TF have been studied for 
vapor permeation and pervaporation, and showed good potential in the dehydration of 
water miscible organics [25-26]. Torlon® 4000TF and 4000T-LV were fabricated into 
hollow fiber membranes by our group and Koros group [27] respectively for gas 
separation, and both of them showed good separation performance with very high O2/N2 
and CO2/CH4 selectivity. Since Torlon® 4000T-MV has a higher molecular weight and 
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viscosity than Torlon® 4000TF and 4000T-LV as specified in chapter 6, the former may 
have greater potential than the latter in gas separation and harsh environment applications.  
 
7.2 Dope formulation, solubility parameters, and spinning conditions 
Table 7.1 lists the dope formulation and spinning conditions, while Table 7.2 summarizes 
the properties and solubility parameters of nonsolvents, NMP, and Torlon® [21, 28-30]. 
The solubility parameters of mixed solvents were calculated by their mole ratios and their 
differences with Torlon® in terms of δhydrogen and δtotal (referred as δt thereafter) are 
tabulated in Table 7.3. The solubility difference in δt between the solvent mixture and 
Torlon® is significantly reduced with an appropriate addition of a small amount of water 
or ethanol into the dope.  
Table 7.1 Dope formulation and spinning conditions 
Dope solution Torlon® (4000T-MV)/NMP/ Additive 
Polymer concentration 28 wt% (which is constant throughout the study) 
Additives Water, Methanol, Ethanol, THF
Spinneret dimension (ID/OD)  0.8 / 1.2 mm
Bore fluid NMP/DI water  90/10 wt%
External Coagulant Tap water
External Coagulant Temperature Ambient (23±2 oC)
Air-gap distance (cm) 5
Dope temperature (˚C) 2 24 48 67 86 
Dope extrusion rate (ml/min) 2




Table 7.2 Properties and solubility parameters of solvent and nonsolvents 






















Water 100 17.5 1.00 1.00 42.30a 47.80a 
Methanol 64.5 96 0.792 0.60 22.30a 29.60a 
Ethanol 78 43.9 0.789 1.22 19.40a 26.50a 
NMP 202 - 1.026 1.65 7.21a 22.90a 
THF 66 129 0.886 0.46 6.41b 18.18b 
Torlon
®  13.46b 26.28c 
a. the data is Hansen Solubility Parameter cited from Ref [29] 
b. the data is calculated from Ref. [28] based on equation: 222 hpd δδδδ ++=  
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δh 9.6 10.9 13.0 7.1 
∆δh
b
  3.8 2.6 0.4 6.4 
δt  24.7 25.5 27.0 22.1 
∆δt
c


























δh 7.1 7.0 10.0 12.2 8.9 10.4 
∆δh
b
  6.4 6.5 3.4 1.2 4.6 3.1 
δt  22.1 21.9 24.2 25.1 23.4 23.8 
∆δt
c
  4.2 4.5 2.9 2.5 2.1 1.1 
a. The solvent and nonsolvent are mixed by weight ratio and the unit for δ is (J/cm3)1/2  
b. )()( Torlonhsolventmixedhh δδδ Δ−Δ=Δ  
c. )()( Torlontsolventmixedtt δδδ Δ−Δ=Δ  
 
The dope temperature for spinning was varied from 2 ºC to 86 ºC with a variation within 
3% and 5-cm air-gap distance was used during the spinning. The phase diagrams of 
Torlon®/NMP solutions in different media at room temperature (25±2 ºC) are shown in 
Fig. 3.6. Water is a powerful coagulant for this dope composition, while methanol and 
ethanol tend to reduce the precipitation rates. The initial composition of various spinning 
dope solutions is summarized in Fig. 7.1. After spinning, the nascent fibers were 
immersed in tap water for two days, followed by the solvent exchange 3 times in 
methanol for 30 min/time and then 3 times in n-hexane for 30 min/time to remove the 
residual solvent. Finally, the fibers were dried in air at room temperature (around 25 ºC) 




Fig. 7.1 Phase diagram of Torlon® dope solution in different nonsolvents at 25±2 ºC a. 
NMP:THF (57:15 by weight) is used as mixed solvent 
 
7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 The effect of additives and temperature on dope rheology 
Table 7.4 summarizes and compares the shear viscosity measured for high concentration 
spinning dopes (28 wt% of Torlon®) and inherent viscosity measured for low 
concentration solutions (i.e., 0.25g Torlon® in 50 ml solution) with various nonsolvent 
additives. It is interesting to notice that different additives have distinctive effects on 
dope viscosity but their individual effects on inherent viscosity are surprisingly similar. 
For high concentration spinning dopes containing water and ethanol, their shear 
viscosities increase with an increase in the amount of additives, while those containing 
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methanol and THF have decreasing shear viscosities with increasing methanol and THF 
content. Since viscosity is a measure of the resistance of a fluid which is being deformed, 
the increased shear viscosity of dopes with the addition of water and ethanol may be 
attributed to the increased fluid resistance and molecular friction, while the decreased 
shear viscosity when methanol or THF is added may be due to less fluid resistance and 
poor macromolecule interactions. The rationale for these observations can be attributed to 
the influence of solubility parameters on the state and configuration of polymer chains, 
cluster coil sizes, mutual friction and affinity between the polymer clusters in the 
solutions supported by Table 7.3 and Fig. 7.2. 
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Solubility parameter is a numerical estimate that indicates the relative intermolecular 
stickiness or cohesive energy between materials [28-30]. For a homogenous polymeric 
solution to occur, the solvent molecules must overcome the intermolecular cohesive force 
between the polymer molecules and find their way to inter-molecularly surround the 
polymeric chains. Meanwhile, the solvent molecules themselves must be separated from 
one another by the polymer molecules as well. The mixing of polymer and solvent is 
achieved the best when the attraction energies between the molecules of two components 
are similar. If the attraction energies are different, the polymeric chains may not fully 
suspend in the surrounding solvent molecules. They tend to cling themselves together and 
exclude those different molecules. In such circumstance, the cluster size of polymer 
chains would become smaller and the friction of fluid’s flow to the shear force is reduced. 
Therefore, the small ∆δt between Torlon® and water/NMP mixtures in Table 7.3 indicates 
that Torlon® polymer chains are relatively suspended when a small amount of water is 
added into the dope solution; whereas the slightly larger ∆δt between Torlon® and 
THF/NMP mixtures indicated that Torlon® polymer chains would appreciably shrink if 
THF and NMP are used as mixed solvents in the spinning dope. Fig. 7.2 (A) further 
supports our hypothesis, where the Torlon® cluster size is smaller in NMP/THF (15:57 by 
weight) mixture than that in pure NMP if water is employed as the coagulant. The same 
rationale can be applied to explain Torlon® chain entanglement in pure NMP but using 
methanol or ethanol as additives. In other words, Torlon® has closer solubility parameters 
with ethanol/NMP mixtures than with methanol/NMP mixtures, so that the polymer 
cluster size is larger in ethanol environments than that in methanol environments as 
shown in Fig. 7.2 (B). 
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In summary, the increased shear viscosity of high concentration dopes containing water 
or ethanol is due to the expanded Torlon® clusters that increase the resistance for shear-
induced deformation; while the shrunk clusters in methanol or THF media contribute to 
the reduced viscosity of spinning dopes containing methanol or THF. Since the inherent 
viscosity is measured from a very dilute polymer solution (0.25g Torlon® in 50 ml 
solution), its value also indirectly reveals the cluster size and fluid friction of polymer 
molecules in a certain solvent and nonsolvent mixture [1]. Therefore, the increased IV of 
those low concentration polymer solutions with certain amounts of water and ethanol also 
supports the above hypothesis that the Torlon® polymer chains are relatively suspended 
and the cluster size of Torlon® is enlarged in water/NMP and ethanol/NMP mixtures. It is 
also worthy to mention that the low viscosity nature of methanol as shown in Table 7.2 
may also somewhat contribute to the decrease in Torlon® viscosity as shown in Table 7.4.  
 
Fig. 7.3 summarizes the effect of different additives and spinning temperatures on 
elongational viscosity and shear viscosity of spinning dopes at high shear rates (up to 
15000 s-1). The dot line in each graph is the data of Torlon®/NMP 28% solutions without 
any additives. It has strain thinning characteristic where the elongational viscosity 
decreases as a function of elongational rate. However, the addition of water has 
significantly altered the strain thinning characteristics to strain hardening behavior, i.e. 
the elongational viscosity increases as the elongational rate increases. This observation 
may be explainable from the hydrogen bonding and degree of chain entanglement. Since 
water/NMP mixtures have very close hydrogen bonding parameters δh as listed in Table 
7.3, the strong hydrogen bonding formed in Torlon® dopes containing water would hinder 
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the polymer chains sliding from each other. In addition, the bigger cluster size of the 
polymer may also hinder the movement of polymer chains. Both of the factors provide 
more resistance to the extension-induced deformation, so that the elongational viscosity 
increases as a function of the elongtional rate. A similar strain hardening phenomenon 
has been observed in chapter 6 on the effect of hydrogen bonding on the rheology of a 





























































































































Fig. 7.3 Shear and elongational viscosity of Torlon® dope solution with different 
additives (A) 1.5% water; (B) 5% Ethanol; (C) 5% Methanol; (D) 15% THF 
 
By comparison with water/NMP, the ethanol/NMP mixtures show slightly larger δh 
differences (i.e., Δδh in Table 3). Thus, the elongational viscosity of the dope containing 5 
wt% ethanol increases less distinctively as shown in Fig 7.3 (B) compared to Fig 7.3 (A). 
However, it seems that the addition of methanol and THF does not alter the elongational 
behavior of the dope solutions very much. This is possibly due to 1) the polymer coils are 
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smaller in methanol/NMP mixed solvents, the friction to extension-induced chain 
deformation is too limited to affect the elongational viscosity; and 2) THF/NMP mixtures 
possess very different δh from Torlon®, the hydrogen bonding is too small to affect the 
elongational viscosity as well. The above discussed rheological properties of various 
dopes may have important influence on the formation of macrovoids and dense-selective 
layer. More will be disclosed in the following sections. 
 
Fig. 7.4 shows the effect of water amount on rheological properties of dope solutions. As 
the water amount increases, the shear viscosity increases, and those dope solutions 
generally show strain hardening at all testing temperatures. This observation is agreeable 
with our previous study in chapter 6 that the absorption of the moisture greatly changes 
the rheological behavior of Torlon® dope solutions. The dope containing 2.5 wt% of 
water shows the most significant increase in elongational viscosity, which could be well 
indicated by the solubility parameters of the NMP/water mixed solvents. Since ∆δh is the 
smallest between NMP/water (69.5:2.5 by weight) mixture and Torlon®, the strongest 
hydrogen bonding which tightens polymer chains from departing during extension would 
form in this dope. However, as the temperature increases to 50ºC and 67ºC, the increase 
in elongational viscosity as a function of elongational rate becomes less obvious. This is 
probably because the elevated temperature breaks up the hydrogen bonding which has 




Fig. 7.4 The effect of water content on the shear and elongational viscosity of Torlon® 
dope solutions  
 
It’s worthy to clarify that the aforementioned discussions on solubility parameters and 
dope rheology are based on the condition that the dope solutions are homogeneous and 
stable. If the dope composition is too close to the cloud point, phase separation or 
gelation may occur. As a result, the dope solution would be unstable and its rheological 
properties would be much more complicated. Taking Torlon®/NMP/Water dope solutions 
as an example, one can see from Table 7.3 that if 4 wt% water is added, the solubility 
parameter difference between Torlon® and the water/NMP(4/68) mixture increases 
dramatically. Perhaps the dope formulation is too close to the cloud point, it is difficult to 
conduct the rheological experiments and get stable results. Therefore, there should be a 
critical point of water content in the spinning dope. Water may either enhance the 
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Torlon® solubility or induce phase separation. In our experiments, if the water amount is 
less than 2.5 wt%, the solubility parameter difference and hydrogen bonding dominate 
the membrane formation. However, if the water amount is more than 4 wt%, the initial 
dope composition is so close to the bimodal curve that the instantaneous demixing and 
kinetic hindering of mutual solvent exchange dominate the membrane formation [31-32].  
 
The stress relaxation and pressure release properties of various dopes passing through a 
capillary die with a diameter of 1 mm under a shear rate of 1500 s-1 at room temperature 
and 67 ºC were carried out by a capillary rheometer. A shear rate of 1500 s-1 was chosen 
because it was about the shear rate within the spinneret during the hollow fiber spinning. 
Table 7.5 illustrates the pressure build-up and release profile and summarizes the time to 
reach the equilibrium pressure, the equilibrium pressure, and the time to release 90% of 
the pressure. It is very interesting to notice that the combined stress relaxation and 
pressure release rate of the dope containing 1.5% water is much faster, while those of the 
dopes without additives or with 5% of methanol, 5% of ethanol, or 15% THF are 
comparable at room temperature. If the temperature is increased up to 67 ºC, dopes with 
additives show obviously slower pressure decay than the one without any additives. 
According to Ranganthan et al. [33], compressibility rather than viscoelastic properties 
controls the time dependent pressure measurement of a capillary flow. Therefore, the 
rapid pressure release for the dope containing water at room temperature is due to its 
relatively small compressibility. This is consistent with previous study that the 















Nil 31 263 595 13 73 62 
1.5% 
water 
52 380 16 61 125 151 
5% 
ethanol 
49 281 535 46 88 368 
5% 
methanol 
35 182 536 28 50 181 
15% THF 50 239 544 25 81 178 
 
 
Another possible reason may be due to water-induced hydrogen bonds with Torlon® as 
shown in Table 7.3. The effect of hydrogen bonding can be significantly magnified when 
all polymeric chains are highly aligned and extended in a NMP/water solution induced by 
a high shear rate of 1500 s-1. After the shear force is removed, the strong hydrogen bonds 
may induce chain rearrangement to minimize energy, and thus result in a quick stress 
release. However, the hydrogen bonds become weaker and the thermal motion of 
polymeric chains is enhanced at high temperatures, the rate of pressure decay of this dope 
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is therefore reduced at high temperatures. The major disadvantage of a fast stress 
relaxation rate for hollow fiber formation is the rapid relaxation of the shear-induced 
chain orientation and the resultant chain rearrangement may become undesirable for gas 
separation. 
7.3.2 The effect of additives on membrane morphology 
Fig. 7.5 depicts the effect of the amount of nonsolvent additives on the macrovoid 
morphology of Torlon® based hollow fibers. Even though having similar viscosity values, 
fibers spun from a dopes containing 5 wt% ethanol show more and bigger macrovoids on 
the cross-section than those from dopes containing 5 wt% methanol. This is probably 
because dopes containing 5wt % of methanol is closer to the cloud point, so that the 
external elongation stresses induced on the spinning line may create extra phase 
instability and facilitate spinnodal decomposition relatively uniformly across the 
membranes during the phase inversion and suppress the macrovoid formation [35]. 
 
Fig. 7.5 The effect of different additives on macrovoid morphology of Torlon® hollow 
fibers (Take-up speed: 40 m/min; Air-gap: 5 cm; Dope temperature: 24 ºC) 
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According to the phase diagram in Fig. 7.1, the dope containing 10 wt% methanol is 
relatively closer to the cloud point than that containing 10 wt% ethanol. However, it is 
surprised to observe that the former results in many macrovoids, while the latter leads to 
a macrovoid-free morphology. One reason can be attributed to the viscosity effect on the 
macrovoid formation. The addition of 10 wt% ethanol obviously increases the dope 
viscosity and enhances the polymer chain entanglement, so that the nonsolvent intrusion 
and convection, nonsolvent super-saturation, as well as the mutual diffusion of solvent 
and nonsolvent during the coagulation (which are critical factors for macrovoid formation) 
are retarded [31-32, 35-43]. As opposed to ethanol, since methanol possesses very low 
viscosity itself, it would dilute the dope viscosity and chain-chain interaction, and hence 
make the nascent hollow fiber vulnerable to the nonsolvent intrusion and promote the 
macrovoid formation. A similar rationale is applicable to explain the macrovoid 
formation on fibers spun from dopes containing water or THF. THF has a similarly low 
viscosity with methanol, so that it also dilutes the dope viscosity, enhances the mutual 
solvent and nonsolvent exchange, and results in more macrovoids. Another reason may 
be the effect of solubility parameter on the kinetics of the macrovoid formation. Since 
water/NMP (2.5/69.5 wt%) and ethanol/NMP (10/62 wt%) mixtures have good solubility 
parameters and hydrogen bonding to Torlon® polymers, the mutual diffusion between 
water/NMP or ethanol/NMP and external coagulant would be hindered during the phase 
inversion and eventually the macrovoids were suppressed [34]. 
 
To verify the above viewpoints, the convection, precipitation and solidification fronts of 
water into the Torlon® flat membrane (with a thickness about 167 µm) were video-
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recorded under an Olympus BX50 polarizing optical microscope and illustrated in Fig. 
7.6. The water intrusion front is very clear and obvious in the film containing 10% 
methanol, whereas the water intrusion front in the film with 10% ethanol is hardly 
observable.  
 
Fig. 7.6 Observation of water intrusion in Torlon® flat membranes under PLM at 1s and 
5s. (the thickness of the polymer solution: 167 μm)  
 
7.3.3 The effect of nonsolvent concentration and additive chemistry on gas 
separation performance of fibers spun at different temperatures 
Fig. 7.7 illustrates the effect of nonsolvent content on O2/N2 selectivity and O2 permeance. 
Hollow fibers spun from dopes with a smaller amount of additives show up-and-down 
patterns for O2/N2 selectivity and a trend of increasing O2 permeance as a function of 
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dope temperature. Similar performance patterns have been observed and discussed for the 
Torlon® hollow fibers without any additives in chapter 5. However, fibers spun from 
dopes with a larger amount of additives show increasing patterns for O2/N2 selectivity. 
Generally, a reasonably high spinning temperature is indispensable to produce defect-free 
hollow fiber membranes from a highly concentrated solution. Since the viscosity is high 
and/or hydrogen bonding is strong at low temperatures, it is difficult to completely orient 
the polymer chains. Only until the dope temperature is increased, under which the 
hydrogen bonding is weakened and the mobility of polymer chains is restored, the 
polymer chains can be effectively oriented. This is the essential criterion to result in 














Fig. 7.7 The effect of the additive amount on gas separation performance of Torlon® 




The above statement can be supported by Fig. 7.7 (A1), where an increase in water 
amount in dope solution deteriorates the O2/N2 selectivity but increases the O2 permeance. 
In addition, as the water concentration increases, the dope temperature needed to 
fabricate defect-free hollow fibers also increases. For the dope containing 1% water, a 
spinning temperature of 50 oC would be enough for the formation of defect-free skin 
layer; however, for the dope containing 2.5% water, the high selectivity can only be 
regenerated when a spinning temperature of 85.7 oC is used. Clearly, if more water is 
added, a higher degree of hydrogen bonding would be induced, and hence a higher 
temperature is required to weaken the hydrogen bonding, free polymer chains for being 
oriented and thus regenerate gas permselectivity. Another reason that dopes containing 
higher amounts of water would result in fibers with overall low O2/N2 selectivity may 
arise from the fast stress relaxation rate of polymer chains as discussed in Section 7.3.1. 
Such a fast chain relaxation may destruct the shear-induced and elongation-induced 
molecular orientation, and finally deteriorate the gas pair selectivity. Fibers produced 
from dopes containing 4 wt% water also follow the hypothesis that the higher the water 
content, the higher the spinning temperature to make the defect-free dense-selective layer. 
However, since the dope containing 4 wt% water shows some instability during spinning, 
the rheological behavior of this dope during spinning may be different from the above 
discussions.  
 
Similar phenomena and principles can be observed and applied to Fig. 7.7 (C1) and (D1) 
for methanol and ethanol added dopes. Hollow fibers spun from a dope containing 5% 
methanol show a much lower O2 permeance than the control. This is partially due to the 
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fact that methanol has a higher vapor pressure than ethanol and water, a faster 
solidification would therefore occur at the outer skin of the nascent fiber because of the 
quick increase in local polymer concentration.  
 
Even though THF possesses a high vapor pressure, its addition does not vary the gas 
separation performance of hollow fibers significantly in terms of both O2/N2 selectivity 
and O2 permeance, as shown in Fig. 7.7 (B1). Except those samples spun at room 
temperature show a bit lower selectivity and those samples spun at 90ºC show slightly 
higher selectivity, they have comparable O2 permeance for all fibers spun at various dope 
temperatures. This interesting phenomenon may be attributed to the lack of hydrogen 
bonding contribution and the poor solubility of Torlon® in the spinning solutions 
containing THF as shown in Table 7.3. As a result, Torlon® polymer chains cannot be 
well dispersed and effectively oriented in the THF/NMP mixture. Even though some of 
the THF may evaporate during the spinning and lead to the local increase in polymer 
concentration, the poor solubility may create a relatively loose dense layer that 
compensates the thicker skin formation but maintain O2 permeance and selectivity similar 
to the control one.   
 
To confirm the reliability of the high O2/N2 selectivity of Torlon® fibers shown in Fig 7.7, 
some samples were tested in mixed gases using compressed air as the feed. Table 7.6 
shows the both selectivity and permeance in mixed gas tests are lower than those in pure 
gas tests, and the decrease in fibers spun from the dope containing 1.5 wt% water is more 
pronounced. Since the hollow fiber modules were tested by pure gases first and then 
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tested by the air, one possible reason is that the additives may also have distinct effects 
on the sorption site (Henry and Langmuir modes) distribution and aging properties. We 
are studying this issue and future work will be published on this topic. 
Table 7.6 Comparison of the pure gas and mixed gas separation performance of Torlon® 
fibers  
 Pure gas (200 psi) Air  (200 psi) 























We have studied the effects of solution rheology on hollow fiber formation and revealed 
some of integrated sciences bridging polymer fundamentals (such as polymer cluster size, 
shear and elongational rheology, molecular orientation, and stress relaxation) and phase 
inversion processes (such as spinning conditions, coagulant chemistry, dynamic 
membrane formation, microstructure morphology, and separation performance).  A series 
of defect-free ultra-thin Torlon® gas separation hollow fiber membranes have been 
fabricated with impressive performance. The following conclusions can be made: 
 
(1) Hydrogen bonding and solubility parameters play very important roles in rheological 
characteristics of Torlon® solutions. Since water and ethanol can form hydrogen bonds 
with Tolron®, the addition of water and ethanol could enhance polymer chain 
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entanglement and form big polymer clusters. Those kinds of microstructure may retard 
the nonsolvent intrusion and the mutual diffusion between the solvent and nonsolvent 
during phase inversion and facilitate the formation of macrovoid-free morphology. The 
addition of methanol and THF works in the opposite way because they possess quite 
different solubility parameters from Torlon® and low viscosities. Therefore, the 
macrovoid formation is promoted by the low dope viscosity, the lack of polymer chain 
entanglement, and high mutual diffusion during the phase inversion.  
(2) The elongational viscosity of Torlon® solutions, which is the most significant force in 
determining the molecular orientation in moderate-speed hollow fiber spinning, has been 
examined. Dopes containing water or ethanol show strain hardening because of the 
formed hydrogen bonding. Such kind of rheological character could resist the chain 
sliding from each other during the elongation induced deformation and hence maintain 
polymer chain orientation in a finer manner for gas separation with good selectivity. 
(3) The rate of stress relaxation and pressure release is another characteristic property of 
spinning dopes, which is influenced by both the hydrogen bonding and the 
compressibility of the additives. Dopes containing water show very fast rates of pressure 
relaxation at room temperature, which may create difficulties to maintain fine molecular 
orientation to produce fibers with good gas selectivity. 
(4) Hydrogen bonding, polymer cluster size, shear/elongational viscosity, stress 
relaxation and pressure release are independent but correlative rheological factors that 
determine the hollow fiber formationWith balanced dope chemistry and dope rheology, 
we can simply use water as additive instead of THF or other solvent mixture to produce 
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Chapter 8 Summary 
 
The mechanism of hollow formation is very complicated because there are many 
parameters to be considered simultaneously. This dissertation aims at studying the 
fundamentals to produce hollow fiber membranes with a macrovoid-free 
morphology and an ultra-thin, defect-free dense-selective layer for gas separation by 
examining the effect of high take-up rate, spinneret dimension, as well as the 
rheology of polymer solution containing various additives at different temperatures. 
Some of the most significant findings of this dissertation include: 1) high-speed 
spinning (50 m/min) could facilitate the formation of macrovoid-free hollow fiber 
membranes from various polymer materials; 2) using the similar spinning conditions, 
spinneret dimension greatly affects the membrane structure and gas separation 
performance; and 3) the rheology of polymer dope solutions is a fundamental but 
very informative subject to disclose the hollow fiber formation mechanism. 
Elongational viscosity has been found to be more dominant than shear viscosity in 
determining the membrane structure, and polymer cluster size, hydrogen bonding 
also contribute to the membrane formation. However, it will be impressive if 
quantitative descriptions and correlations of the above parameters can be made. To 
achieve this, more fundamental works on solution rheology under different spinning 
conditions, advanced instrumental characterization of dope solution in various state 
and mathematical calculation of the phase inversion pathways would be proposed for 
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